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Next week's issue of The
Oracle (Dec. 3) will be the
last issue ~f Quarter I. Publication will resume on Wednesday, Jan. 7, 1970."
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A resolution defining due
process and hearing rights for
students was passed by the
Student Government (SG) to
be included in a University
policy statement.

CBS representative John
Greer's resolution defin~d due
- process with the right to a
written bill of particulars and
the right to confront accusers. ,

' ,-

VICKi SMITHSON
Staff Writer -

The right of appeal, fair and
just review and written notification of all gauarantees are
outlined in the legislation.

APPROVAL

was given to a resolution recommending to Pres: John
Allen and the Constitutional
Revision Committee a policy
statement outlining the confidential lfandling of student
records.
\
·
, The · legislation recommended two separate files on each
student with one excluding religious and political b~efs
and disciplinary action.· Limitations of information' released without the student's
approval was outlined.

- The resolution approves of · review their personal .records
disclosure· of personal files to and challenge the statements
parents of students under 2~
within.
The Student Government
and for professional research
(SG) voted strong approval of
· if the name is· not revealed.
·" ' Freedom· from double jutwo resolutions which _will re. place . the current Student Bill
The nine sectipns of the ·Bill risdiction and unjust extenof Rights.
·
of Student Rights from which sions of authority in discipliJohn Greer, CBS ' Rep., who the resolutions were taken nary matters, .
drafted the i;esolutions, said provided for active represen"" The right of students to
he did not envision any prob- tative participation of stu- due process.
dents
in
all
UQiversity
areas
lems in getting the ·resolutions
which requires· responsibility
"' THE RIGHT OF students
implemented.
of them:
· to :personal privacy . and the
Greer said the resolution.s
"' THE RIGHT TO estab- right to live and eat where he
would be made into Uni:versi- ·
chooses.
ty Policy Statements through lish .and participate in student
organizations
free
from
unVice Pres. Herbert _Wunder
i.- The right to establish a
lich's .office. Wunderlich· is reasopable .restrictions, limi- free student press supject
- tations, or discrimination.
' only to statute and those regudean of Student Affairs.
\
lations imposed by publica•
~ Access to written sta teWUNDERLICH WAS not
' ments of policies, activities or ticins - by _a . faculty-student
available for comment.
board and free oL all censor.
.
.
other regulations.
The resolutions concern. stuship 'beyohd that required by
dents' right to due pro_cess
~ Th~ right of students to - la~ or student editorial staffs.
and confidential handling • of
student records. They are the
only two proposals left of the
nine original proposals in the
Bill of Student Rights, drafted
almost a year ago." All of the
other provisions have ·been included in Board of Regents'
policies or Florida state laws:
0

Cooperative Education students have been granted one
additional representative in
the SG, raising the number of
. representatives from 44 to, 45.

Ch-arlott~

c_,,.r~ay; ·,K ilis' Jean.Paul Mara_t

Students ·ASk

''

-

THE CO-OP representative
will be elect~d quarterly under the supervision of the Cooperative Education Department. The new bill stipulates
that the Co-Op students will be ·
ineli-gible to elect a commuter
or resident representative but
will be able to vote for student
senators and major officers.
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SG · Legislature
Approves laws

By ROBIN MITCHELL
Correspondent
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SG,Defines
Due Process
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"The higher agencies have
taken the initiative," Greer
said. "The Bill of Rights no
longer applies within the
framework of recent· state
laws and Regents' revision."

Who will be the next Student GQvernment ( SG) president?

With SG presidential elections scheduled for Quarter II
•
I
/
GREER SAID THE resolu- . • and_SG Pres. Steve Anderson · mate) will seek the SRG nomtions received a unanimous ineligible for another term of ination, while Mary Margaret
By DOUG-DYE
_- night (which lefj: all five of chains in anticipation of open- theatrical activity, are invited vote of confidence at the Stu- office because of graduation, Rutlege will run u n d e r
Correspondent
.the Bay Area reviewers with ing. .
_each year to compete, with dent Government (SG) meet~ this is a quesqon of interest to Human Rights: Jim Smith apCommission
hardly a -word, of criticism)
THE SECOND weekend is the ten best productions trav- ing last week.
the entire student body. ·
- · pears to be another prospecFormed
"!farat-Sade" ·has played the' show experien~ed no signs t oo· often plagued by the Sun- eling to Washington, D.C., for
The
due
process
·resolution
Alth
h
interested
tive candidate seeking elecand has left its mark - at of the common --ailment of the day through •wednesday gap the ~eric31! College Theatre
An · investigating commis.
ou_g DO one • tion· on a Human Rights plat~
·sion was formed aiter- ·the USF:'. The Th~atre' USF Main "s~t ond night- slump" which between - pe,rformances and . Festival, sponsored by the requires that a-written bill of _ m
seekmg the position can - form,.- .and ·Bob -Fr-ruitz will be
even a -brushup does~'t al- ' J ohn ~ · . K;e?nedy Center for particulars containtng ' a 11 officially announce - his, inten: •
· -•
Nov. 13 SG meeting t o- look Stage- production opened>--t.yo - · often "follows an opening.
·
- ·•
wi.ys alleviate the slow sta rt the _Perf~rrrung ~ts_ ~ d ~ e tacts and charges ->against a · tioris- of runrfing •:u'htfi:-cam- bac~ed':. by the newly formed
into the disassociation of Mrs. weeks a,go_ to a receptive and
__
! P_ar_ty
_._ _ _ _ __
In fact, those who ,vitnessed that re-opening might suffer. Srm. thsom_an Institution. This student be submitted to the paigning is declared open by _A_cti_.0.1.'
Peggy Ann Dinkle, a- Chi appreciative audience and, in
its subsequent run, markedly the final rehearsals· cari verify
II b th
d
f th
student, allowing time for the Election Rules Commit• Omega alumnae, from the na·th
t
·
k
tli
w1
e
e
secon
year
or
e
W1 1as wee
·I
alter:~q ·the, .''.ti;:~!filional ; pat- that even the final technical
ere was no Festival·.
preparation of defense. ,
tee, 'there are s ome indica- . Break Extended
tional sorority.
tern" thaL a play .... particm- rehearsal _-- without· costume . -such fault; the show had as
The r ight to confront a,ccµs- tions that some students are
Judges . a ttended the - first
PETE ATKINSON, chair- larly .a limited-run UnivJrsity :. or \ inal{eup ·- · rail :at perfor- , much energy as ·it · ha4 the
ers,
to a ]USt revie_w of his considering the' p_ro_spe;:t with
9uarter Changed
man of the -commission, re- play- -qj,qally follb ws: -:::c. :- mai_J.<;e 1e_vf;1. Thl!" produetipn - previo1,15 '!Ve~k,.._and in the: re: Frjday pe~formapce, . bunbecase
by
a
disciplinary
board
more
than
passi_
ng
interest.
knownst
to.
the
cast,
and
left
After', a • successftil "Op~n1ng ~ ,j;f; _\literally • .'griawi~g __ -i!5 maining perfo~ances, ~~en
ported the events leading up
The Board of Regents has
· · · ·
·
·
topped that, constantly build- : with _' good indications .' •that' which guarantees proper :proto and from the disassociation
Rumors
.
are
:
rife
as
to
who
declared
Dec. 26 and ·Jan. )2
.,
•
.
·
..
ing and ' deveiopirig . until its "Marat:sade," Florida's ,only cedural guidelines, to, written tvill run, whi9h. party they will
of· Mrs. Dinkle because of a
notification
state
of
holidays.
the
final
The· University ·
deci.entry, might be well on its
speech she delivered to 'the
affiliate themselves w i t h
sion
of
the
disciplinary
board
.
wa,y,
to,
Washington.
;f
;~;\i:~~~~!:;er~ng . Saturwill be closed Dec. 23-26 and
Panhellenic association.
/
and the right of appeal and a (USF now has three political Jan. 1-2.
The
show
will
first
tour
However,'
to
rather
thap
totalparties - Students for, Re,J
•
•
•
_,. \
~
,
A motion was approved to
-Noh ii Catolina for regional written notification of all the sponsible Government, Action
distribute the report to all
Because ,Of the extra holiguarantees
at
any
time
are
-pla'y-offs ·early in Janua ry.'·OfParty, and the Human Rights days·, Quarter II registration
0
fraternities .and sororities on
also
part
of
the
due
process
. :ficial notice .on USF's ,qual.ifiParty.), . and who they will_· will be Jan. 5 (day and evecarn_pus, and to the appropri· • 4,:.,._.
: .
,;
· -2 , • .
\-·-!,;•._ ,.. . . ..- . the ·set down into component cation should arri_ve later this resolution.
pick as running mates. _
ate University officials,;
ning) and Jan. 6 (day only).
Tne :•sn_enf inajopty, : :•the·5 -quoa,-,_-;l)."e:!.~ -t /Tliis Js what parts that could be recon- -month. ·
THE SECOND resolution,
'
Classes
will begin Jan. 7.
' It appears that; at least for
. ,.
.
Dean of Men Charles Wildy lasf 'h'ci,e~. of America,,., / must .. JI!~y; h~pp~11 .. Wtiie:U:S. if this· '· structed. ONLY
ONE
TIDNG ~oulci dealing with the handling of the present, the ballot will
1- .
said a letter had been sent to stanf uf Ml~ b~\ :ouli!~f an,, :C-~opre~~~t £.5: ~·
Because Theatre· :pr~vent Th~atre U$F . from , student records, requires that
The quarter will end, March
the Chi Omega national office the _/ ;y9.~if_er.ou~ S . ~r ,,~epJ .,·. _:1o'f!~,!0 ~~~if\~~ ,t!!ey_a ~e USF. tas been honored and se- ; participation: - cer tain rules student files not contain high- carry the nrupes. -. of Bill 20 as previously announced.
Humphries, Jim· Smith,. Bob
expressing the University's mu~t •,· n.o:t. be ~ow~d-··-~q
inP}\': ~e~ a,:,: <fl,; . ·
- lecfed by the American .Edu: :limiting the size of the cast. ly confidential material.
Frantz and John Greer, all
The · mail-out copies of the
concern for the abridgment of, t~e ::;~ou~ti:y, s_ai9. -E. ;,; , ; sal-i;: : t,R~Rect; ;fllf !,aw:·'an'd ' au- . cational •. Theatre Association With .th'e cilni-ent fuax'inium
According to the resolution
free speech. Herbert Wunder- c;mes; Ht]Jsborougq Cou)!fy So-~:thoril:y". 'i& hec,:c~tµerstone of , (AETA) and the _American ;allowance, only about half ·Qf only matters of public record vying for the office of presi- scl1edule will carry -a rubber
.- I '
,.
dent. . Mary Margaret Ru- stamped message indicating
·--- . · . • -.i.·'·' ., ' . -·~a, ,-,~f-i;·,, ' sal
· ·N ti I Tl,; ::
d A' d
lich, Dean of Student Affairs, licitoc
::-- ; .i,, ;':: ,, ··:·,-•. ,J •·;;,-l. :~u~l'J,~n';1JS _,_,..-".;v '
CIJ!es .;' a_ O°'a .. 11~.~r:e , an, ~C/1.. e- . the "Marat-Saile" company 'of could be revealed for personal
tledge
an.d Jack Belford will the change of registration
has sent a similar letter. .
"We/\ie got a' vi,cife).'O'iis.mi;{ ,;$idf ·
· .~)cans- to -· my (ANT4'): ~fo ,represent tl)e . near-seventy · i;:ould go, I;)irec: or telephone inquiries and no
most probably ·· compete for dates.
: ~~:-~~v~ . 's tate·.·
,Floii~.-.in . natjonal · tor Carl• ,W i 11 i a m·s~ and administrative files could be
A copy of Mrs. Dinkle nority'..i/itliin·:the.college·:l.c#:; f! s~ci-1(
speech· to the Panhellenic pus~'."'~{❖~f :-•a '§~\ e*pipi~_i:
The change in dates· will
·.,? !~( i;tp{~_eJie~ ~e : c?Uegi~te th~atri~a,l c~1ppeti- : designt,r-produc::er and Thea- compiled by the administra- the vice-presidential office.
..
_
. . tre Arts Chairman Riis sell . G. tion concerning personal bemeeting is on Page 4. A more what'stgomg; on Ill ' .th1s.,coun-· _c.he'p.~d- .-,..39,AAf . _or. .._,m;oqg, . -~on, •
Ruinor has it that both Bill only shorten the quarter one
complete report of the cir- tri, " ' &lciries .s;ud:· He±~dded ~ :}\me_r,ic~:'¥/ ~Qfit •: Country/: he~ - '. Certain-universities . and col- "Whaley have reacted nega- liefs or memberships without Humphries and John Greer da,y, Jim Lucas, registrar,
cumstances js being prepared th, f " scime' :.of· tliese - t~d(cJi ~.'~sajd'.,~'.? ~ '.d~j>' for;It;'' --~- ., . ' Jeges, , r-ecogriized for superior tively to this bit of 'red tape. the studenh consent.
(with Jack Belford as running said.
, ~, . ':.:
·
_ .
by the Oracle for next week's grQiips . w~r~ · i,;isti,_ga,t~d ·: by : .
issue.
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Patrol Asks
-For Cautious

=:~:
~'l;:'5,!,~.i;,: •· l: ~~¥{:'·.
t~~,;:jd: ·:_~f i ·[\f-;:,:!f{i:.:'·_·. -'
-~~~r\c~

:,\ftf!'AL·.,

'j t=IAlr': ~ ,. "ro
· u 'rnL
~~~ ~ "· ,: ·_· . J :~ r·r J.' ' !::~
::, I I

~ io:\ ~/ .

·vI :ef
Gent~'e,
~~ ' , .
•· I~

m,-a -pr?gram sponso,red' by - · · c
:f _· ;-h-'/
·:•:. -.'-•
i . ,
, ~ • -: ,
:
·
the ·"I :Love ·America·'.Weekv" ' ; ;EDllfO~~ ftlE: ,In this ~nd and ,liilaMnstallment ol a . ha.rds~ip; since. t]Ie- ~iUield is very near the fighting in the
coI,tj.fui,ft~ij;• 'i Saicihes\cirnt,di,, ~tJo•:~ }~rtt\~J Wcll'ael Ann·
"r~ .Jews" Sinai area.,
F$'1o; Yalde_·z; 1 ·C,B~ ~;_ gave ,.,. of i s~a,;r. _-:- ·1:t··'~.;.-,fu·ugh ,_'y· g·entle.". iii· the ·snuggle for their
· -· ·
thej_f 'r eas·on·s · for · why -' they ., ·:·{ /•.~~ 1
.,'i;-i.1_ ,· ,,.-,_ ·:· . ·
-.1 .
• ·
. AN INTERESTING :aspect of this oil operation is that~
ldv~ : ·Americ~. to ii:'-ffeoup .\)f-\
_·-1 ' _
!? ;>- . :
-. .
.
, Itali,i'n
-is . drilling· and refining the oil, but will take no
ab~p.t.'-30 people-.iriJhe.,Che~-;' ..L·., .,'.:-, ;ft::J:."'-"':.
mone_y fro.!11 the Israeli goy~rnment. The government takes the
The Florida Highway Patrol
(FHP) called for "A total pro- . ~ '. ~J?ito,ri~. _ -_ ', . _ .: ~~1!•,W,h~~:;1 ':tm,~~a'_fife-~~~;'.,f ~Jsit~d tlie John F.' Ke_rinedy M~- . money th~ ·Italia.ns ·are.earping and puts it in a Swiss bank ac•
-,V.aldez _told •of ·the ·;deplprJI- . · mori;dJ!loliP.iffil:'(builf wiili- d9qaµo~ -fr,om: the ·womens' club,
gram of accident prevention
ble
; _conditions. in Cu~a,,
ffilda~ h}i~~~e.J -~~as ~aitjilg ti3 see'tne,·fa111~.iis· Marc Cha.gal count
during the· Thanksgiving holi- homeland
. . .. ~- . ' ' .~
. .
.
that he left. m 1960.
· .
. . . -•
' . . -·
_,,, ;;. · • , ··
, ,
' This all_ows the Italians, to have money on h~d 1f ther need: ·
day, which begins 6 p._m . '.'. T~e is 00 fr~edom '?.f. . ~tam, glass w1~dows, the : i:nergency, srren sounded.
r
today and runs through midit, yet if the Israelis ever happen to lose the land back to the
speech, freedom of the pre.ss, - . W'th· - fi ,
. t
tw h li
t
fl
t th h ·ta1
night Sunday.
or freedom of religion ;'.' he . · · -~ . ~ - ve m~u es, ·. . o e · cop ers . _ew o e osp1
Ara~s,. the Ha.Jians won,'t be pushed out of their operation for
Colonel Reid Clifton, direc- said. "The · only right is •to do · , carrY-Ing:seven-wounded c1t1Zens-:- not so1d1ers.
having, taken money_from Israel.
··
to.t,.arffie' FHP, in a letter to .as you are told._"
· - • · ; ~-· • .. · ,•
'
·/
Elat is a small but · beaut·iful city, and many student
·campus newspapers predicted
· V~ldez said _the. draft . ages . '_ , T~'~!GEDY of the, episode ·though, was these were Arhippies, ·after .leaving .school, go there a nd live the life they like
37 traffic deaths for the peri14 to 30. Cubans get one - . gentine· s tud~nt; -that we~e .in Israel. 'tor· a year of. study and
od, compared with 46 for the . are
b~st
pound of meat a · month' and . ·
· ~-·.:· . s, ·
•
.. •
• •
same period las t year. Eleven stand in line for food which wo~k on .a ·t°b'?µtz: . They had be.en . wounde.d_- while dnvmg
It has· a hot~ dry climate and people live outside most of the
of last year's fatalities were may be gone when they get to th ~ouglr t~ef ~\vn -of Hebron-,. when a guerilla-· from Jordan tbre'w
time~
·
·
in the ) 17-22 year old _group. the front. ,;.Y:ou ·~on't _get any. - a hari~ grenad~-rnto their"truck:
Clifton said that ihe majori- medicine unless you . have · an _ . -."~, -·
·; , ·
_ _ __
_
Aside from s hipping, the biggest industry in Elat is jewelry
ty of the State's 99,000 college operation," he said.
We dr:ov~ .tfu:9ugh . the Negev desert, to Elat - the most making: -Many copper mines extract Elat, or mikolite stones.
and university students would
" Th~ United St; tes _js .better ; .s outhern' porf ~}ty in Isr_a-ei: The desert ,is the most underdevel;
Diamon d cutting is anothe; face.t of Israel's jewelry indusbe on the road for traveling to off -than any country ,:in the ,oped part or .Isi-?ei;·.but the l~raelis continu·e working to develop
try.
-I~rael i_mports most of what 'she cuts from South Africa.
and from home during the
~
'
.
.
world,'! Valdez stated. "There it. They have established numer~us kibbutzes into which they ·
holiday period.
• . may be a few problems, but h
b
b.l
.
·
. . up .a -newspa,
ONE OF THE most frequently discussed topics in Elat was
The FHP director called for when you : pick
• ave -een a-. e to pipe water·
the Six Day War of June, 1967.
"A conscientious effort to per, you know what it . says
-The . land is basically fertile, - and the government is
avoid accident-producing sit- really happened that way. " .
The most interesting thing I learned was that the land
constantly probing for water. In the last six months, probing taken
uations.
from 'Syria (in t!Je Golan Heights) can never be returned
Salcines then compared ·the
" Only a total effort can Cuban situation to that in the has uncovered some water and soon new kibbut:zes _will be es- because of the havoc the Syrians raised by firing down on kibkeep this year's 'rhanksgiving U.S.- I!_uring t_he overthro1~ of . tablished there.
butz in the valley below. Therefore, this land must be held to
holiday from following in the the government in 1959, · there
provide ·a buffer zone from Syrian shelling.
bloody footprints of last were small groups ·that took
Another· important find ,has been that of oil in th~ Negev.
year's," Clifton said.
advantage -of the -fight to free The drilling and refining of the oil ·has taken place with much
(S~e ISRAEL Page 10)
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Tampa '70 Latin Fiesta
Seeks New /Queen, CoUrt
- -;

.

Audience Crowds Argos Lounge.
~

-_

.

I

"An Evening In Havana," the World Affairs
Council's Qtiarter I International . Happening was
presented last ·Friday
night in the A r g o s
Lounge.
The event, with a 500! plus attendance, was pr~sented in the form of a
folklore show which included danC(!S, songs and
skits depicting various as. pects of·Cuban Cffltlfre.

I

Samples of .Cuban . pastries were served during
intermission time.
The songs and dancJspresented ranged from
pre .. Columbian Indian
folk-songs to·stt'eet dan~es
f1'0tn thlj C4rnivals.

~

. . :"

'

.

'

\

The 43rd Annual Latin March·7.
'-7 the summer months.
"
American . Fiesta will be
Nominations are being acCandidates mui;t be sponkicke~-ofLF'.eb . . 28, i.1t- jth an ... c~pteg' fo_r :candid~tes fo~ !he sored by civic or commercial
Election ·Ball to clfonse 'the - -1970 Latin American Fiesta organizations and the :Fiesta
191;0-71 ·Queen and,,h~r :,cou_rt. _ queen and court. • ·" }-~
•
colnmittee will assist them in
Tlie major ·events ..for .-the
NOMINATIONS 1 WILL be securing ·a. ·sponsoring Organ!~ ,
1970 'Program will iiiciude tM closed Dt!c,. 10. There will be zation,
Eleiltlon Ball, ,. the _ Queen's . a .maximum Of ten candidates
l'he sponsor helps the cartdi•
Dihnet March 3, ;in~Air Force ·trom which a .queen ;and four date with 11-nY occurring ex•
Appearance · March . ~\ ·,the maids Wil,l be · eie&fed.:. 'l;~ )>ehses 1 sllch as the costume
Queim's • :Ba ll . March _ the · .winners will' receive. ~n a.It !!~ the F'iesta ~ommittee assigns
Past Queen's Limcheon'March pense paid tt'ip to ·:seVElrai to wear. ·
_
1
7 and the Coronatf~n Ball ctountries In filurope · . du~ing
RULES FOR particlpants in

t

.

-- -

-

-

OSF Scientist~ Study
Two Pollution Problems
,"

.

✓

The final. touch Qf the
night was ,a conga dance
in which _the audience
participated, by follo,tving
the dancet·s · around the_
Lounge.

the Latin · American · Fiesta ·
Queen Contest include: ,
v Candidates must b'e ·be~een the ages of 16 and 23,
single.
·
v Latin' American descendents are preferred.
V 'A minimum of a i high
school educati_on fa required. ·
V Must be able 'to speak at
_least one foreign ·language.
.
V Must 'wear c~sturrie des- .
ignated by Fiesta ·Coninlittee. ·
v Smoking .and .drinking alco~olic beverages in public. is .
prohibited.
·
. '.
v All candidates must be
· sponsored by a civic or commercial organization. • • •

THE ~LECTION system for
the Queen and her court is by
· voting. Each admission ticket
to the Election Bi!,ll Feb. 28,
has a voting stub, \\'.hicb 'is
sold oy the canclidates. ' . .
When a girl · sells a ticket, .
she removes ·the voting stub
which she or members of ·heF
. family will use at the Election
Ball to cast a vote for her on
voting machines ·providj{,;r- ?Y
Hillsborough County. · '·
·
Girls who are interest!!!f in'
participating, write La tin
American 'Fiesta Assn'. , P. 0.
Box 3168 or call Leon S. .Cazin '
at . 258-1121 for an appointment.

and their . growth ronditions.
Areas_ot study jnclude plank•
ton; ·attached algae, sedi•
· niefits, currents, and water
quality.

HUMM ·sAYS a positive apa
proach to correction. of pollution problems can be under•
taken when the research material.~a~ ·been evaluated;
According to Hiimm, })olluis a ,by-product of progress. · "If we . are to suppOrt
rriQre .people, and we must,
then We must make certain
changes in our environment."

··'.,..Miguel
'fac o·sta sings-·' Afro-Cuba~
·Song·
.
'
.
. .
·'.

.-

.

tiop·

-I
;M en.
Poll results showed that students · favored increasing the . The council went on record
number of pass-fail courses in favor of the abolition of
and greater. variety in course compulsory physical educa~
selections.
.
'
tion and of an alternate gradA resolutio~ opposing . the ing system in the College.

CLERICAL
OPPORTUNITIES
V SALARY-COMENSURATE

WITH EXPERIENCE
Y' OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
JI"' PAID VACATIONS & HOLIDAYS
Y' WORKING HOURS 8-4:30 M-F

371/2 HOURS/WEEK
2 OPENINGS.
GROUP CLAIM PROCESSOR
40 WORDS/MIN.
,
GOOD FIGURE, APTITUDE AND·OF1
FICE EXPERIENCE ,
,
. ClAIM DEPARTMENT:½ DAY DI~- '
TAPHONE; 1/z D_AY TYPING .
CHECKS AND FILING - 50 · .
WORDS/MIN.
.
' .
1
CAU MRS. MARTIN - PH. 221•7671

TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
.-

~or·- top ,
•
grooming.

AIESEC To Off~r f ;;

AT THE

,. BUsiness Trainee,hJpS/ ,.,
-

315 MADISON AVE. (MARINE BANK BLDG.)

AIESEC, will provide opportunities for USF students to
work on business.and econom. i~> traineeships 'i n ' foreigfi
countries. AIESEC, the InterC

FRATERNITY .

HOUSE

national Association of Students -in Economics and Business, will hold a meeting Dec .
10 in .Business Administration
204 for interested students.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

. , B,AY AUTO SALES l.T.D. ·
USF's Import Headquarters
'" '1-.a~

tc l",.ia: .. , . .J.._,

-_

i;.i

'.

-.

.

••

· rt i: . .,,.,AUTH.ORIZED,•.FRANCHISED

•:~-~- ;~ ·,SALES) PARTS & SERVICE
M.G., AUSTIN, SIMCA, SAAB

~SIJBARIJ '

NOW AV~JI.A8LE: .. ...
. . ..
.
· MGB'S, MG·a. G.T'S, :
·, MG--MIDGET-, ,All'STIN SPRiTES,
AUSTIN AMERICAS
Spe~ial prices.·to alJ USF Faculty and Stuci;nts now! Good selection of trade.ins also

_a~ihabiefr :
".·. _, :

.

I

.

•

'' A.' 'JOE. PATER~...;.
-_

·, ~

.•

,

'

.1.

BAYAUTQ
SALES & SERVICE LTD.
, ' 3500·Florida Ave.
PHONE· 223~4242 ·

The 1969-70 , University Directory will be distributed before the end of Quarter I, Dr.
Arthur M. Sanderson, director
of Campus Publications, announced.

Congratulations
United Fund

Tampa United Fund's 1969
drive has surpassed .its goal
'
One 'copy each
will be dis- of $10,000. Counting late receipts, a total of $11,050.43
tributed to the telephones on has been reached. lJ.SF stucampus and the rest of the · dents and members of the
7000 copies will be given out surrounding community have
on a first come first serve responded with more than
basis. ·
'
110 per cent of tm? set quota.

··

·And we've i:drtje'up with some pretty impo_rlant inforrnation ..' For eisa111pJe, we know that college men are in the
best _h¢alth ,period pf their lives, that they have a grea\cr
life·expectancy, aqd"tbat they will-·command greater in·
comes jn Jess .hazardous occupations ,than most people.
And because ,o( this,. we've designed a special life insurance-savings P,lari esP,Ccially for ·college men. It's· called
the Protective· I'..ife Gollege Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at Jrreferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental- death, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. The · College · Seriiol!tl'lan has no war exclusion
clausb, .offers ;fo)l ·avlaupn. coverage, and becomes com•·
pletely paid up at norfili!hetirement age. Al§o, premiun_1
, · deposits·.iuay \,f dcferr~d'llntil earnings increase.
Get full details. from-tHesc College · Representatives:
•
Robert Meyer
.Richard Greenlee . . .

•;r;· ·Ailcoc~-Moore &: As;ociat~•
. •,
::

0

·

l)uit<; '206, Marine,; Bt!llding
. 5415 Mariner Street

Tampa, Fla. 3~609
·,·_,"fel.: 877-8391

PROTECTll:1E LIFE INSURANCP COMPANY
Home, Office-;-Birminghpm, Alabama

'

SALES ,. MANA(iER
.
.
.
.

Where the Action Is

PROTECTIVE~t}F£:~),.'
Has :Done.·A.' Lot' Of
G.radita~~:~tudy
·

"'

Curriculum Study Course
To Commence Quarter II

Engineering College
.
Pre-Registration Set
.

Students in the college of
Engineering will register next
week for Quarter II, according -to Dean Kopp of the Engineering College.
:Kopp said " upper division
Engineering s tudents take alni"ost all of their course work
in the College of Engineering:"

. '-'THUS, HE continued, "we
are' in a· position to control our
courses and offerings. "
"It would be very difficult
for ·a college, such as Liberal
Arts ·to do this kind of thing,"
he said.
· The program begins for engin,eers on Dec. 1, when they
turn. in a list of the engineerlrig courses and sections tbey
need together with the courses:outside the College.

'A

CARD PULLING desk

Rock Festival ,
On Despite
. .,.

Zoning Ban
. The Palm Beach County
rock festival is still on despite
a;zoning board,turndown. ·

.~.

The festival will bring some
of, the top names in show busit!,
'
I
ness to the South Florida area
including the Rolling Stones
hpm London.

/Palm Beach International
Raceway is the site for the
festival, Saturday through
Sunday.
·
·Tickets for the festival can
be purchased in Tampa at the
Slak-Shak, 800 W. Kennedy
Blvd., The Turtle Tree, 434 W.
Kennedy Blvd., and The Yel-lowbird Record Shop, Britton
Plaza.

USF debaters display Miami-Dade Sweepstakes Trophy (center), which they received for winning the most_events at the
recent Silver Falcon Debate Tourney at Miami-Dade Junior .
College-Nortb.

Lounge, ·usF Dress Rules
Clash In University Center

IF FEES HA VE been prepaid, students can go directly
to the approving · clerk in the
gym and then take the exDress regulations between_... book should be followed," Pulpress line out.
I
the
University Center (UC) liam said.
·
The College of Education
lounges and the USF campus
The students are responsiwill have a similar program are in conflict.
ble persons and regulating
but only for E d u c a t i o n
_...
b
d
d
_
their
conduct should
not be
Sh orts are anne accor .
.
t th . tru ti
t d necessary, he said.
courses.
mg o e n ns c ans pas e
"The only complaints I get
on th e_lounge doors.
about the lounges are from
"These were the original in~ those who are disrupted by
· structions," David Pulliam, others talking."
assistant director of operaPulliam continued, "The
lions for UC, said, "and they lounges are not primarily for
should1Je removed.
study, because the majority ·of
•Hillsborough Junior College
"The g~neral standards of the students on campus are
(HJC) began _regQ_].ar publicasocial conduct and dress as commuters and they need a
tion of a campus newspaper, published
in the student hand- place to sit."
Lucerna.
Requests to begin a campus
paper were made last year by
the HJC Student Government.
Finding an adviser held up
formation of the paper.
Mrs. Nancy White, a journalism instructor at HJC, took
the position of adviser and the
first ·issue of Lucerna was
printed at the beginning of the
fall semester. . ._.. ·
·
Lucerna is presP.ntly a triweekly paper, but Michete
Minervini, the second edition ·
editor, said the staff hopes to .
·print the paper bi-weekly ._a s
soon as the staff is organized.

HJC Publish~s ·
Paper Lucer-na

Al~,~,,~iG.

~ ; ~ .,::A A. /A. II A.
Nfl~~~ll ' I

i

~

The FANNING Accounting & Data Processing Dept.
·is directed by a Florida Certified l>ii''bfic Ai:countant
who will give you complete & confidential prof. essional service.
'
. Contact your FANNING financial speciali_sts •
. Phone 229-7731

: 514 N. _Franklin St., Tampa

PrQven performance plus over $300 in no-cost
extras. On track or street, the cars to beat.

Mrs. Frankie Johnson

Ful·I-Time-Clerk

D111
TSUN
NI

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
813 W. Kennedy 253-3106

J

PORSCHE VOLVO·
OPEL
MG
SAAB
TOYOTA
BMW
MERCEDES TRIUMPH

•

We now offer you the most complete line
of Conventional and Radial-Ply Tires.
By one of Europe's
foremost quality•minded-

tire manufac;turers.

.

·FREE
~(gntinental

FANNING

Official -Blue er Yellow
Continental Rally Jae.k it
with "A Stt af Conti'•

'1\\11 P l\ -Rt:C~:\ Pl•ll\(,
.\,llTI Rt: ('ft. -

'

6807 ADAMO DR . (Take 56th St . S. to Route
PH. b2b 111 7
(>0 , then left.)

betinition of a SPE
Between the absurdness of early adolescence and, the dignity of full m~nhood,
one finds the creature known as the new S.P:E . He comes in various sizes, weights,
and ages, but all seem to have the same goal - to enjoy every IQ.inute of every hour
of every day; to excel in academic; athletic,_and social life; to anticipate forthcoming
weekends; to· engage -in all-night bull sessions; to do the right things at the wrong
time and the wrong thing at the right time; to complain incessantly; and to work to-gether in a brotherhood that each would fight to a d¥iug breath to defend.

down ideas for a poem about
him or something he said."-·

The student who complains
about not having enough time
for extra curricular activities
might learn a lesson from .
Mrs. Frapkie Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson works full
time as a clerk in the Physical Plant office, raises ten
children and a m a z i n g l y
enough, still _finds time to
write poetry.

THE ACTUAL composition
of the poems usually has. to
wait until after her children
are in bed. "That's my favorite time to write," she added,
"when it's nice and quiet." ·

• He likes girls, cars, parties, firstplace (even though we mostly finish last),
girls, as little work as possible, beer, unlimited cuts~.weekend trips, girls, all-day and
all-night beach parties, and his over 90,000 brothers !'!Cross the country.

A NATIVE OF TAMPA,
Mrs. Johnson has been writing poetry since she was 15.
She has -traveled extensively
throughout Europe- and the
United States, living for two
years in Germany, and in all
but the Northwest States in
the United States.
The poetry, however, is ~ ot
based on her travels with her
husband, a senior 'Army noncommissioned officer, but rather primarily on her children
and her homelif\ experiences.
"I just write about things
my children do," she explained. " I'll be,helping one of
them with his homework and
at the same time, I'm jotting

'Has Dqne A Lot Of
Graduate Study
And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
bes~ health period ·of their lives, that they have a grea!er
life expectancy. and that they will command greater m•
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rate~. Coverage includes
accidental death. disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has ·no war exclusion
. clause, offers .full aviation coverage, and becomes c~mpletelf paid up at normal retirement-age. Also, premium·
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details from this College Representative:
Fred A. Crum
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 i\fariner Street
Tampa, Fl a. 33609

Tel: 877-8391

The S.P .E. is truth with lipstick o_n his collar; beauty adulterated only by a sweat
shirt and be-'rmudas__rwisdom with a beer in: his hand; hope for the future wi_th a date
on his arm.

By CHERI ANNE WINTON
and BETH SERATA

Writes Poetry

· PROTECTIVE LIFE

.

vw

He is a composite - ·he has the energy·of a pocket:size atomic bomb, the irresponsibility of an overnight guest the curiosity of a cat; the lungs of a dictator, the enthusiasm of an evangelist, the ability ofa decathlon star, the desire of a corporation
preside~t, the frien:dliness of a minister, the ingenuity of an inventor, and the ego of
the most conceited person in the world, for he is .

.

\ then decide at:

Do you drive
any of these?

. The S.P.E. is found everywhere - on campus and off, on the floor, on tables)up
· and down steps,_ piling books her~ and there, sprawled in front of the color TV, playing cards, practicing for intramurals, at Masta Pizza, buying clothes at Bailies Campus ·shop, heading for Daytona, or sleeping 15 hours straight.

-Specialists . in Accounting ·and: Data Processing Per·sonnel for almost 15 years now bring the same
· "award winning national service" to th·e Florida West
Coast.

:~iveaDatsun ..•

An experimental course will -students to sustain an interest_
be offered in Quarter II to ex- and follow through with recplore the Basic Studies curric- ommendations, said , Dr.
Edwin P. Martin, dean, Col-ulurn.
Edward Caldwell, director
lege of Basic Studies.
of Evaluation Services, said,
He said, there are many
students in the course will re- students now updating courses
search all areas of Basic . on various departmental comStudies to make "it relevant mittees, but it is on a quarter
in the' world we live in."
basis and not in depth.
·
Students, he said, have been
In this course, Martin
critical' of the curriculum and added, they will be able to folthis will be an effort to update low through and get credit for
it. .
.
it.
The dean ' said, "we are
FIFTEEN STUDENTS will
be selected by a Student Gov- looking mostly for seniors inernment (SG) committee to terested in this sort of probensure a diversity of interest. lem."
Consultants for the course ·
For instance, a student interested in biological science, are: H. C. Kiefer, chairman,
will be · selected to study the humanities; -G. C. Nelson Jr.,
materials now in use and re- professor, biological science;
search for other material in and Miles W. Hardy, associthat field which will be more ate professor, behavioral
science.
relevant.
. In addition, students will be
selected to work in the fields
FANNING PRESENTS
of English, behavioral sci·
SECRETARIAL
SALON
nece, physical science, funcA NEW concept in placement sertional mathematics, fun_ctional
vices for tday's career-minded secretary who seeks a superior position
foreign languages, humanities
•• • a superior co ••• oncl a superi•
and American Idea.
or placement service to aulst her in
locating Tampa's finest positions.
Students interested in the
Try us soon and you'll see why wt
experimental course, General
are the
Education Curriculum Study,
AWARD WINNING AGENCY.
CBS 483, may now apply in
the SG office (UC 218). It carries five hours credit.
The Award Winnint Agency
- ' '
229-7731
IT
IS DIFFICULT to get 514 N. Franklin

PERSONNEL OF TAMPA, INC.

51< N. FRANKLIN STREET, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33802

l

;--------~-------- ~
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will be set up in the lobby of
the Engineering Building and
all course cards will be pulled
that week and placed in an
envelope to be filed under Social · Security number. If it is
not possible to obtain the
needed course cards outside
of the college, students will
have to pick them up in the
• gymnasium.
On the · day of registration
the student will- pick up his
envelope containing all of his
course cards, both engineering and non-engineering. Students will then proceed with
their regular registration appointments m a k i n.g any
changes needed in · course
cards at the gymnasium.
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PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

·rught now, Mrs. Johnson is
working on a collection of
poems, titled "Tot's Tales and
Tidbits," which she hopes to
have published some ·day soon.
Up until now none of her six
songs and 60 poems have been
published. Mrs. Johnson explained, "They never seemed
good enough to me."

THE YOUTHFUL ' grandmother, who will be 43 Dec. 2,
doesn't stop with writing
poems. She sets them · to
music. One musical poem was
submitted to Dr. Gordon
Johnson, director of the Choral Ensemble, but he felt the
combination of blues and Jazz
that Mrs. Johnson uses for
her poems would be too diffi.
cult for his students.
·
"I can see why," Mrs. Johnson said. "Jazz and Blues are
things you have to feel and
really ·be used to before you
_can play or sing them."
One of the latest poems
Mrs. Johnson has set to music
is called the ''Haunted Sea."

Standing on the Seashore
A million dreams have I
Watching ships ri{J.e the
waves
And sink beneath the sky.
The swells softly beckon
How gentle is this spray
Washing saddened faces
Brushing tears away
Searcfi.ing far horizons _
I long just once to see
The ships that pass -my way
Return again to me
Once a ship reach the cove
Housing the -mighty sun
My wish slowly fades away
My hopes beco-me undone.

He is not much for blind dates, studying, commoq. food, ·getting up early, going to
bed early, and 'Dear John' letters.
The S.P.E.'s are a conglomeration of.all sorts of characters - politicians, brains,
jocks, ex-jocks, hell-raisers, lovers (our trade-mark at USF), and those that feel they
can be all of these.
Mother$ love them, fathers finance theni, other fraternities envy their brotherhood, broads glorify and cuddle up to them, heaven protects them, and the rest are
unsure.
No one else is quite so attractive and y.et so unaware of it. Nobody else gets so
many chuckles out of a joke· cir the boob-tube. Nobody can e3:t as much, drink as
much (24 beers?), date as much, cram-as much,'and enjoy life as much.
'
. .

•

•

I

No matter ~hat his mood or motive he can melt a girl with, "Will you wear my
pin?'' He is constantly looking for oth~r men who possess a character strong enough·
to merit being a Sig Ep, and in so doi'ng he allows a few more to learn of the wonderful world of a S.P.E.
, A new group of Sig Ep's is now on this campus
don't listen to 1Jle oidtallc
about the Sig Ep, but instead come out and ta.k~ a look at the new breed, the new Sig
Eps. Our SPEs. not only talk of Brotherhood but w·e also practice it Our SPEs.represent Brotherhood and Unity -- We invite all to take a close look at us.

The Brothe.-s of

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
t:t:Th_e Fraternity with a Heart"

..

.
'

.

·•
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Election · Plans: Jumping The Gun
Some people start getting
ready for Christmas before Hal~
Joween, and others start working
on Student Government (SG) election plans. .
:. For all legal purposes, · filing
dates for SG candidates' campaigns
·and elections all come after Christmas - . in the first four weel<s of'
Quarter Ii, to be specific·. ·.
'

BUT STUDENTS SHOULD. and

In some ways the actqal ;vote
for president is anti-climactic . 1
Any group -

fraternity, sorori-

ty, student club, organization or
college asi;;ociation - dissatisfied
with the presidential candidates or
having a "favorite son" have almost waited too late.
-

JOHN

GREER

Dillkle _Tells If . Li.ke It Is

AND. Bi 11

'

Humphries have ·been busy - not
to -their discredit. Candidates - EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the
should and must move this far ' speee.h given by Peggy Dinkle on November 4, to the USF Pan Hellenic Asso-ahead.
cia-tion. Three da.ys later she was InIt's just a pity some -other were
formed by a member of Chi Omega nanot awar!;! of- the same facts.
tional sorority that she had been disasso-·ciated from the sorority and contd not
_wear her pin. For details see story on

.

.

.

'

.

'

.

socials to know .one anot)ier ... Throw ·take · a ·united effort for your national to
they're human and they do nQt have the
away the fines and reprimands and
give in to the need for change.- So write
right to judge what girl can · wor-k and
mandatory this and that. If you- really
every chapter. Ask them to join with you
live harmoniously in your chapter, espe•
cared about each ·other none of that
in reviewing your constitution 'and poli- · cially when "no recs" are based on
would be necessary. But it's important - cies. Show them the ambiguities you see.
whether a girl's front yard ·is mowed or
that everyone be there for the "image,'. '
Tell ~e~ how this irrelevance has creatnot. It's time .they trusted your decisions
isn't it?
ed the -apathy within the Greek system,
- your integrity is in the balance. Third - be loc<1-l. I don't mean to
and ·how it has created ihe strife beLiFr THE COWR prejudices for real
chuck -your national, but take a goo_d
tween - independents and· ·Gre:eks - bethis time. If you are to exist ori today's
long look .at it. Does it have any rele-. tween Gr.eek and Greek - and between
campus - you need creed that is releof you came here tonight to
vance to you locally? Look at your Conchapter m_embers and alumnae.
vant, an organization that is flexible
·*
- find out what's ·wrong with yo~ image stitutions, your By-Laws, your National
You need here at the University of - enough to change with the times and
Ari end to dominance? A.'chm1ce ·· 'men~signifi Gance sttidi nts.
policies, a_nd then bury the things in
at USF. This very idea of searching for
South
Florida to start changing with the
democratic enough to listen to and heed
for a choice? Maybe, hopefully.
thell} that are dead ! !
.But even thougll the present SG
an image is what is destroying you. The
changing pmes; and to make your nathe voice of its members.
Ariother party has entered the po- is a fine one, we feel that there is a
th
people that you are trying to -get rough
DOE$ _YOUR mi.tio~al provide any
tio1,1;:il: aware, of the necessary changes by
MAKE YOUR NATIONAL PERTIlitical arena at USF with goals of ·. g<>Qd' chance1 that a strong twoth
to don't want an image, ey want a
medium of expression for you? Then
starting a revolution fpr change.· Take
NENT TO YOU! Tonight! Not tomorrow,
doin_g ·J·ust that.
party system would produce an' fr!e~dd. hi~ororities here have not offered
make one!! Write to ·every one of your
the steps necessary to ban recommendabut tonight. You 'have two choices: To·
:· · frien s p. chapters
in the -United States. It would -- tjons._.,,:Your alumnae ~ not sacred Action - Party spokesman Tom/ · eve~ better on_e ..
change the system or t.o die with it.
. _
You've offered them the right to have
.
. . ,:
.
Fox, citing the need for a two- ~
·_The Oracle is an~· will remain. · their individuality destroyed by mandaparty system, said that a one-party
independent of the ~G <i,nd • an:y , ~ tory socials and mandatory pie-throwing
_system causes a "sieve, .of. apa- . campus party. We wilr continue, to
contests and opened the door for them
thy." He also said, "Any one-party
the best of our ability, give equal
into a uniformed dub.
system tends to become lax and innews coverage - to all · candidates
- YOU'VE OFFERED them the opporsensitive to its constituents."
regardless- of who they represent.
tunity to learn how to 7uthl~sly com~ete
We agre~ with what Mr. Fox
We will, when we feel it necesary,
for trophiesd th at_ ttarnhishd':\ ::t~:g;
editorially
endorse
candidates.
lessness
an a sis _e~ 00
a
,
Id
has said in theory, but we wou
_ - .
.
·- void rather than filling
one. You ve oflike to add that th~ present Student
fered them the opportunity to go back to
Goverhment (SG), whicb is · con.
_ the horse and buggy days with old sociar
trolled by the Students for Respansvalues that are no longer pertinent and
ible Government (SRG) party, has
8
IV8 Ur_
ignore the cha!lglng times. You've asked
done an 6utstanding job in repre·:: •. them to die with you - because you
senting this student body.
Don't become a vital statistic::
offer no new life.
:
If they accomplished nothing
this weekend!
- - , You've been 11eedfully slapped tonight
else, which they have, the UniverThanksgiving -weekend is th~ . ·for .wearing your morality and-virtu~ a_s
sity Senate revisions (which origifirst and only vacation of Quarter,I ·a· uniform. You're_caught in the amb1gmnated in the SG) were of monuand most of us will be going somety cif :what was relevant 50 .Y1ars a~o
place whether it be Palm Beach
that _no longer holds _a place on -today s
dig the music festival that nearly , caio:· alumnae are demanding that
wasn't or home to eat the turkey
you act as tl~ey did when the purpuse ~or
~
~
with mom and dad. !'
-;' their actions is· now- non-existent. Like
,I • I V
.
INTERSTATE mGH\Vi YS and the old-serpent who cannot shed hfs skin
Jun
and :calls all 'citlief-s -naked and shame~
·. - L u Ce 1·na , the Hillsborough
.
. - -- ~ -~wes_§ways are ·fast, butJthey
; \,.-;r,,.r.~ l[.:,_
are
stu
,.:1, .
f&1- College
dent newspaI?'.e:. =-:~
- 1se dull. Speed _and drowsiness
Jes
· _i~~~~L-;e,' ;;;~~i: hi ~ ''.~~
s_l_Iould _be_ com_me_nded for a fme
don·•·t -mix·.
·,
•
I
b
·
ques:
re'mains~of wl\at to do. I could
JB,urna !She_ egmrung. .
. ·- . ·••· 4Tfianksgivin g . ·weekend is allist
' fdr the ii:ext' 2 hours, b1,1t you
;; '.The tn • ":eek_ly publlcahon
ways one of the bloodiest of the
woullitt;!t ~teif-- :rso'-Prr ·starf with tliese
sf).?ws much pr om_1se .and de~on~"..,.•.Yta,r,...J,ast Thanksgiving . a nelJ.r
thr~r:stf;<•iqu·it Jyiri~ ' to ~oilrSelves
strates
quality
in
•
repo!'tmg,,.,.
--~~
kill
d
abo
"hI~Quit i-:ompe
· · ting· for whO'::Can
,..
46
· much
·
· l
t d
· • ·• .,,,.";'..._, .-. · w ,
peop1e were
e on
!Pag1_na!10n m ayou _an_ cr~~11ve•,t ?_ j} ..,.~ '.:i's roads, and lugh\\'.ays -ch
iiav
; cutest- skit:ot the most expen:
I.less m Its use of white spaee and ~-· 'C'' ''":;"~ th 17 ·t ~
_
p)
sive~r. :;'. . · - · ., ·
feature stories. ·
. - ': . ·:·- ,;-....
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silly skits and the false lines you can
really dig into someone's soul - or will
it mess up yonr rotation system?
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vouring.
at the University of S.outh Florida. Editorial vieWs
therein are not necessarily those of the USF adminpossible), that the masses are ignorant
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Maiority Up .Front: Out Now!
The attempt to define the
"great silent majority" is absurd.
It is a faceless, ·nebulous
and voiceless ground force of
this country. It has the power
of numbers - the negative
power of numbers. It is being
exploited for the end of political opportunism. · It is being
used in its · silence from administration to administra•
tion, and this must stop.
Adolph 'Hitler said . in
Hamburg · in 1932,. "Th e
:.,,, . ,
streets of ·our country are in
turmoil. The universities ate
filled with students rebelliiig
and rioting. . Communists· are
seeking to destroy our country. Russia is threatening us
~
with her might and the Republic is in danger.
"Yes, danger .from within
and without. We need ·1aw and
order. Yes, law and order or
our nation ~ cannot survive.
Elect us and we shall· restore
law and order."
It is perhaps in question wlio was Hitler's silent majorand · the majority that re- ity?
While this nation is standing
sponded with stich resounding
support.'' He challenged the · on one leg and the oilier is
silent ·· young majority " to dangling in uncertainty, the
make itself ·heard, to come ' tO people must decide. The silent
majority must rise up .from
its own defense."
The estimates for the gigan- its complacency and wonder. tic pofiring . out of anti-war . existence, be coUJ)ted and
demonstrators in Washington . known. For perhaps it will
· ran from 250,000 to more than .say, . "'U.S . . out of- Vietnam
now!"
a million.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The editorial opinions expressed in the
following commentary we re
endorsed by the edit.orial
board of The Oracle.

Deep into the womb of the
American tradi.tion, people
with their power in numbers
have enthusiastically taken t<i
the streets.
·
Yet also, with their power
in numbers , people sit with
their interest taken to their
posteriors as they snuggle for
comfort before the awesome
and amazing TV tube. Presi- dent Nixon has taken these
people as his own.
But tMs vocal-less "majority" of Americans is a little
harder to pin down than that.
During the nationwide "celebration" of Veteran's Day
two weeks ago, the American
people received a . sampling of
pro-Nixonism in action. The
several small demonstra tions
staged appeared to be more of
a premature ·rebuttal to the
March on Washington held ·
that \\ieekend.
·
called the "Richard Nixon of
"Let there be no mistake the silent majority is no long- the Nixon administration"
er silent,'' Lee Edwards, coor- and who a columnist said has
dinator · of the Washington, the courage of Nixon's convicD.C. " Freedom Rally," said·. tion, said, "Turning out a few
"Here and · in countless other · hundred thousand people in a
rallies today is the real voice, nation of 200 million proves
the real spirit of America." nothing in the way of a public
Another speaker, . John mandate. We ' can speed the
Tower; R-Tex'. , said, "I want demise of carnival in .the
to see the war end, but I warit streets by holding our sympato see this is the last war we thy. We can blunt its adverse
impact by seizing . the initia- ·
have to fight. "
To w e r continued, "We
would rather die a s free men ti~~•: - he obviously 'feels the
7,500 . or ·so " ma jority-ites"
than live as sla ves. ,; ·
But isn't · that what its all · that a'ssembled in Washington
on Veteran's Day - · ·heeding· .
been about in this' country from the civil r ight's move- the call of their leader - are
ment to the California grape significant, and in the service
worker's boycott to the Berke~ of public, or the support of ad• ly Free Speech movement to ministrative, "mandate."
opposition to the war because
" They are the nonshouting
war kills.
. concer-ned, the nonra dical re•
The American fighting man, sponsible, noncomplacent con. he a dded, "fights with puts structive a ctivists of the
and intelligence, and he is under-30 generation," he said.
puzzled by the attitude of "Their idealism is disciplined
· som e in public life who should . by their reason.
know better."
·
"This 'is the m ajorjty that
Vice Pr esident Spiro T. President Nixon addressed on
Agnew, who David Dellinger his Vielilam policy la~t week,
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Quarter I of 1969·70 has al·
most slipped by, faster for
some than for others. The
-time is appFOaching when students will
be . faced
with final
..~.
1
.
exams ; and · for many it is
time to--put -the final touches
on term.papers'. This last item
- that of writing term papers
·- is wfi.at Qlis br ief article
will deal:;.with.
This
may be too late
to be of : m uch va lue to the
student during Quarter I, but
hopefully it will be an issue of
thought ~~r r~t!,lr ning students.

t
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(Rough). . . ...
Are you tired of having fo· scrounge arou.nd for somltine to do
your typing?
, - ,, -·
Do you hove to pay exorbitant rate·s~
Do you end up having to."hunt and peck" a.report y~urself at the
last minute?
.
End all these frustrations - let the Bookstore get your typing
done f~r yo~Jhrough· its student sttcretcirial service. Come in and
use our dictation equipment cit a nominal fee, put your report on
tape, and have your copy back in your hands in a maximum C!f.48
hours.

v1s,T -THE BOOKSTORE
ANOTHER SERVICE O.f · ·

. ~OOK~T-~RE -~ 'CAMPUS Stto·~s,_:··· .·
~, . Argo~_-A ~dr~s & l,lniversity:Ce_n t_e,l:',i_:

ly while fr_yl~g to ·s pit and polish his paper, the student
often interjects ideas that are
not _his, or sta tements that
ha'{e been,,~···-~?'.tJ:_acted . from
books or'., penodica ls, without
foo_tnotipg_t:h,e m. To put it in
blll!lt terms~0-lsh~e.r plagiarism .

AND AIDE TO JOHNSON
LOSES HIS PH.D. DEGREE
Austin, Texas.
" The Univer.sity of Texas
Board of Regents canceled
the doctor-of-philosophy degree the school granted in
1954 to J.ames McCrocklin,
Undersecretary of H e a l.t h,
Education, and Welfare in the
Johnson Adm inistration and
former president of Southwest
Texas State College . .
·. "MR. McCROCKLIN is a c. c used by the Board of plagiarizing from a master's thesis
· written by his wife. At the
time she · was one of his stu. • dents while .he was an instructor at Texa~ ·eouege of Arts
and Industries, Kingsville. '
" A group of faculty members at Southwest Texas
State~ : at odds with l\,fi;.
McCrocklin while he was
president of the college,
· raised the question .about ·his
· disserta tion. ·They said the
m aterial had ' been' lifted a lmost,intact from U.S. Marine
Corps reports on American intervention in Haiti in 1934.
Mr . McCrocklin formerly ,vis
a Marine officer.
" When the University · of
Texas regents asked Mr.
McCrocklin · to defend his
dissertation earlier this y~4 r,
he said he was innocent. of
any wrongdoing but that he
. had been unable to find documrnts he .·needed as proof of
his inte·~ ity among r ecords in
Washington . archives.
"MR. McCROCKLIN resigned April 19 as president of
Southwest Texas State."
lVIr. McCrocklin ra n the· risk
of plagiarism, and for a while

The penalty 'cu caught) of
plagiarism varies from course
to ·cours!!, and: from college to
college . .• Yet many students
r un· the. risk of getting a failfog gr_a de, or worse yet, expulsion from, college. Although
I will· not"admif guilt, I have
no :doubt done -my share of
plagiarizing in four years of
college. The question now is :
Is the risk worth it or not ? I
think the following article,
which. I · have taken (word for
wordf from tl)e Novem ber 17,
1969, ·issue of the "National
. Can , you . believe. a prograin
Observer,' \ might answer that which enables a 35-year old·ilquestion inucli better than I litera te to )earn to · read· and
·could. ·
. write in 30 hours? Or orie
F0.•
·OOLLEGE BEAD which would teach an already

·
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EDITOR
. My sore throat is healing now and
I'm not as hoarse as I was two days ago.
Otherwise, I bear no other wounds of the
Battle of U.S. 1. I too went to the glorious launch of Apollo 12. I too am .a veteran of sorts (Apollo 11) of Cape Kennedy
launches. But the weather on November
14 was certainly the strangest I've experienced in some time.

warm and bright. We had a great view
from that bridge,· of ·the rocket, frcim the
ground up. Then we looked at the sky behind us, a nd were as filled with dismay
as it was with precipitation. We ~limbed
back into our car, turned on the radio,
and waited.

It star ted to r ain! It rained harder ! I
got out once and couldn't even see the
Vehicle Assembly Building five miles
away. They talked of postponing the
flight a few hour s.
TH.If COUNT WAS twenty seven miQ-

Arriving at about ten a.m., a friend
and I drove along U.S. 1, positioning ourselves about eight miles west and slightly · north of · the Ia.unch sight, near the
drawbridge on the north end of Merritt
Island.

IT WAS A beautiful day; the sun
C!ime from behind the clouds and shone

utes ; the first Go, No-Go decision point.
It was Go ! r hey talked of scrubbing the
flight ana r escheduling it for some time
in December. The count was ten minutes; the second decision point. It was
Go! Then seven minutes ; we were sure
it was Go now. ·
Gathering our all - weather coats,
scar ves and umbrellas , we ventured forth

it a ppeared as though he had
out-smarted his superiors. But
with the passing of time , and
much inquiry, his misdoings
came to light. In the end, Mr.
McCrocklin paid the supreme
penalty - that of losing his
Ph.D. degree.
I did not have the intention
of scaring the student when I
first began to write this· arti•
cle, although at this point
many would disagree with
me. The purpose of this arti•
cle is intended for the r eader
to .examine those papers
which he submits in college.
If the student insists upoa
handing in material, . which in
many ; instances is written
~or e intellectually than, th~
student is capable, then he is
only shorting himself. For
a.it-er all, the objective__of : a . term paper is for the student
to gain . fu rther knowledge or ,.
better understanding of a ~ scipline through inquiry.
And, plagiarism ·tor the s~ke
of a good grade may eventuallY· cause the student to suffer
a great sacrifice.
BEAR IN l\DND, as you put
the final touches on your term
pap.er, your m aster's thesis,·.
or even your
doctoral disser;
tation, that the professor or
committee is not interested in
how w ell you are able to copy ·
other mens' ideas or statem ents . . They are more concerned about your ideas.
True, you ma y ba ck your
ideas up with statements of
fact, but don't pass these
sta tements on as ·though they
wer e your own.

FOR WHAT SEEMED like an e ternity and a half we waited, turning blue on
the bridge There it is! We breathed
again. . Orange-red and bright, considering the foul weather, we saw it just as
it disappea red into the rain. We viewed
it for only an instant, but that was
enough .
The noise, however, was greatly muffled ·by the overhanging clouds. ·I'm
afraid to say tha t we heard·more r umble
caused by es~aping ca rs on the br idge
behind us than we did from the Saturn
V. But ·in spite . of the rain, it was wcirth
the trip. It was just enough to make one
want to return for the Apollo 13 in March

. ,• . '·

PAM STEWART
2 CBS

·SUEDE!!!!!

LETTER POLICY .
The Ora,cle ·welcomes letters to the editor on varying
points of view. All letters _submitted for publication must in. elude name (which will be published) , address, and signature. Triple-spaced, typewritten letters are preferred. Letters received prior to noon Friday will be considered for
publication the following Wednesday.
Because of space IimJtations, sho_rt let t.e rs up to :350
warps ,are preferred. The editor r eserves the right to short.enlonger letters and to ecijt sectio11s which may be libelous.
Views expressed by the writers are their own and do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The Oracle.
:.
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in the wind and rain to view history. 5
. . . 4 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . " There it
goes !" Where?
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literate person a foreign lang uage in 40 hours. Progra mmed Instruction Inc. offers such programs.
Dr. Ted Blau, who is a
member of the Board of Di~
r ectors of the ·Am erican Psychological Association a nd
teaches Introduction to Psychology a t USF, began an
area branch of this' company ·
in 1963 by building seven modules in his garage and moving
them to the Center now located near Plant High .School in
Tampa.
The modules consist of a
r oom adapted to the study
needs of the student. They
contain a ·main control panel
and a phone.
The student is first tested to
find his best --rate of study.
The nor mal person can study
intensely for 20 minutes, then
rest for five. It has . been
found that if a s tudent studies
longer than his determ ined
study ra te, fatigue will a ct to
erase what he has a lready
lea rned.
The company, which claims
to be in the same position now
tha t IBM was 30 year s, ago
hopes to open approxim a tely
50 more centers within the
next two year s. Programmed
lear ning is reputed to be the
m ost r evolutionary development in education within the
last 50 years.

This Season, Travel Begins With Smarf
SuiHng in Plaid, For You to ·swagger
Through the Holidays.

1.,BE TROUSER SUIT
Ou r Non-Stop 3 Piec·e Hol iday .
Fas hion in Chec ks, Pla ids & Her-

ring Bones

From

'1999

A LI TTLE TRAVELI NG MUSIC, PLEASE .

It ·s easy to be fashionable ...just charge ii!
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By MIKE ~TROKER
Sports Writer
COLLEGE PARK, Md.
The USF Brahmans Jost their
hopes for a national championship last Saturday when
they bowed to the University

of Maryland, 4-1 in the finals
of the · Southern Regional
'
P layoffs. ·
South Florida advanced into
the regional playoffs by beat'.
ing high-ranked Navy, 1-0.
The :Srahmans ended their

McKenty, Moore
Take Golf Tourtle:y

drive with an 8-2 record, losing only to St. Louis in the
regular season and Maryland
in the playoffs.
PRIOR TO Saturday's
game, the Maryland field was
drenched with four inches of
icy rain, which created adverse playing conditions for
both teams. The USF defenders had trouble staying on
their fee t, as the Terripins
pounded one shot after another at goalie Jerry Seifert. Seifert was credited with six
saves for the afternoon, al-

The team of Bob McKenty 144 to -capture the· Second Anand Jerry Moore fired a net· ·nmil Alumpi-Foundation Golf
Tournament. Spafford Taylor
. · . a~d B9b- Shiver placed second
,{~f ilr,the ;corripetition -with a 145.
· · · The rest of the results are

Pool Cl.o·sed·

For Holiday ~:;;~~~:::.:
Wee ken ds

lowing four Maryland shots to
penetrate the goal.
Rasim Tugberk, Maryland's
leading scorer, netted two
goals for the Terps, while
Jack Gorden and Rocco Mo•
rel!i supplied the others.
Brahman Jerry Zagar r i
scored the only goal for USF.
Coach Dan Holcomb indicated that the game was even as
far as play was concerned.
" The game could easily have
gone the other way," said
Holcomb. "Both teani.s took

Ratcliffe-Merica

By JEFF. MILLER

· Sports Editor

.

First place, Grice-Womack
Runner up, Bertosi-Stone

•

3rd Flile

the Brahmans hope to meet
Air Force Academy, Southern
Illinois, and perennial threat,
St. Louis.

THIS WAS THE · second
year of NCAA competition for
the Brahmans. "We've · now
made a name for ourselves,"
stated Holcomb. "We should
be given a higher initial ranking next° year." Ho1comb is
making an effort to upgrade
ne'xt year's schedule. "We
will play more games in the
South," he said. In addition,

The Brahmans will< lie short .
five exc·ellent players next
year. Jerry Seifert, ,John Horvath, Bill Sharple'ss, P ete
Tumminia, and Jerry Zagafri
will graduate in June. · Holcomb commented, "I'm v.eh
proud of these fellows and 1
sorry they couldn't b·e natloiral champs."

.Men's Intramural Results
In All Star intramural competition last week, Andros
beat Alpha 7-6. Fontana defeated Beta 22-19, but the
game was for feited to Beta
due to Fontana's use of an in-·
eligible player.
On the Greek scene, Phi
Delta Theta edged by SAE

And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period o[ their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occttj:)ations than most people.
And because of this·, -w~'ve µesi~neri a special li fe fo sur-

ance-savings plan especially for co)le% ii1en. It's called
the Protective Li fe College Senior Plan. :and offers exceptional benefits · at preferred rates. - Coverage includes
accidental death. disabjlity, and ·a pn;,tccted insurabili1y
benefit. T he College Senior Plan .has 110;.tvar exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage . .and- becomes completely paid up at normal re tirement. a·=e.,Also. prem ium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details fro~ these College:Repr:Se.nt~tives:
. . James l,' Montgomery, Jr.
Johnny R. Adcock
5415 Mariner Stree t
Tampa, Fla, 33609
Tel: 877-8391
•
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-_2~ FOR RENT

plex apt. % mile from USF $125
,llS call Mary Coolidge 9_35-9589
.90• Immaculate rooms in private

"(27 characters/line) ... $1.00

Additional Line .. . . . . .
Repeated: 2-4 Issues ...•

I

.PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANGE ·COMPANY

l\lore than 4 issues .... .75• home for male student. Reasonable. Family atmosphere. Call
*Per five lines (27 characters)

Home Office-Birmingham, Alabf m~·

4£6

.

.

your price - we sell the
book. Student Book Exchange.
Collection. December 10, 11 and
12. Sale on January 2, 3 and 5.
Sigma Epsilon - Student
Pi
Gov't.

IMPORT CARS
SPORTS CAR CENTER FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY OF
THE UNIV. OF SO. FLA.

THE. .ORIGINAL
SPORTS CAR - .M.G.
.

.

.

,·

$AVE
69 MGB-GT
$AVE' 69 AUSTIN HEALEY
69 MGB's
69 MG·MIDGET $AVE
$AVE
SPRITE

69 AUSTIN AMERII:A'S
LOW LOW DISCOUNT $AVINGS
· "TAMPA'S FIN.EST IMPORT SERVICE
& REPAIR CENTER"

·smo},isijiii EXPEtrr,$??" A'new series f~r the facul- ty ..& ·students of' USF. Want to know something
about-your sportcar? Origin? Repairs? Anything.
Jus.t clip, Jhe C,!'~On and mail to Mario's Import
•
le M'abry,.Tampa,. 33614.
Cars,·580'4,Noi
.;, ; .
-4·

..

1;-;;;~i;;;-;o-;:-o;~.;:-::-.:: ~ :-:-.-::-::-.:: i

II
I ...... :-: ... ~ ... ~.:....r..............................
.
.
I ••••••• ~~ ........ :,••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••• •
I
I TYPE OF CAR ' '·'
NAME •• • ' •••• ' •••• '. '. •• •
·ADDRESS .. . .... .. ........ I
-· I 1
•

-'"•~A

PHONE •• • •••••• •• ••••••••

JMPORT
CARS
5804

N. DALE MABRY
PH. 814-8464.
;:.,:.:...:..c_.,;..:..;.:...:..c_ _ _....:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _;,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,.

Give a cute, 8-week old poodle
puppy for Xmas! AKC registered, black male or female 949-1152 . after 5-pm or ext. 2510.

TO ALL STUDlNTS AND STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
HERE IS A PROGRAM OF FUN AND ENTERTAINMENT over $70.00 in
Admission Passes for 10. AUTOMOTIVE
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
!tfil$3.00

By special arrangements with the activities Usted below, we have been able to obtain for
you and your families an amazing program of fulf and entertainment t~at is valued at over
·
$70.00 for the very special price of only $3;00,
YES ••• IT'S REALLY TRUE ••• over $70.00 in ad.mission tickets for only $3.00. The admission tickets come in an illustrated booklet called Sports Scene ·and they have a validity date
until November 1, 1970. Which gives you more than One Year to use them. There is nothing
else to buy, no taxes, no service charge and no gimmic~s. This offer is made to introduce you
·
to the fine recreation available in our growing area.

HERE IS WHAT YOU .GET
No. Adms.
l
2
6
6
2

4
3

1
1
3
3

l
l
2

l
J
2

2
2
J
3
2
2
2
2

Type of activity
Auto Races
Baseball
Swjmmi~g
Swimming
,Slides
Bowling
Putter Golf
Golf
Golf
Fishing Pier
Pier Fishing
Garden Tour
Scenic Cru ise
Ballet
·Hit Record
·Kart Rides
Motorcycle Rac es
Drag Races
Boat Rental and Boat Launch
Pier Fishing
· Pier Fishing
Holiday for Two
Horse Racing
Dog Races
Ja i-Alai

59 ADMISSIONS

Where to go .
Go/den..Gate Speedway
· ,, ,
Tampa ,Tarpons
No. Tariljla, Bea·ch ·(sut1iliur Sp_rings)
·
. Ralstoil Beach·
Choice.of Two. locations
Choice·cif Th ree Houses
Fantasia,Golf
Apollo Beacli.• .·.
St. Leo Golf Course
Big Indian Rocks Pier
:
Pier Ka~iki
Tiki ·Gardens . , . - . -'
m/v floricia Queen ·
Tampa.-Civic Ballet
'<
Happy Shahan· . .:
Rem Track ·
Golden Eagles Speedway
Twin Cities
Oak Haven Camp
Big Pier 60
long Pier
Juno Beach
Florida Downs
Tampa Greyhound Track
Tampa Fronton
0

•

V.olue to yo11
$2.00
2.00
2;10
2.10
1.00.

2.20
2.25
3.50

2.00
3.75
3.75
1.25
2.011

2.00
1.00
1.50
3.00
4.00
3.50
J.00
3.75
14,00
2.00
1.00
2.00

TOTAL VALUE ~70.65

HEADACHE,
UPSET
STOM·ACH?

1961 Chevy Impala 348 Auto
Trans, Radio, Heater, AC. Excellent. 56,000 original miles.
4dr. hard top. Call ron 935-3074
$550.

13. WANTED
Rock and-or Spul band wanted
for auditions; for information
call Duck Inn Club · 932-5401 or
933-3714
Two Girls wanted to share apt;
New Mar-Jo; Jan.-Without carpet; Central ac; 2 bdr; elec.
and phone deposits paid ; call
988-1232.

2ND QUARTER,
TRY.OUR UNIV.
APPROVED ·RESIDENCE
HAlLS ~-. ,. ·• •••••
CHECK US OUT, NOW!

14. HELP WANTED
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS
FROM TAMPA BAY AREA •
CAREER • $600. per month,
plus expense allowance for man
needed for aggressive insurance
agency. Send resume to: P.O.
Box 11702, Tampa, Florida,
33610 ·

l5. · SERVICES OFFERED
Typing my home - reasonable
By page or by hour as desired.
251-6331
Specialized Typist with IBM
Selectric, changes of type
styles, desires work in home.
Prompt, del. serv. and refunds.
Gloria 884-1969

This program _is NOT for pu.lilic sale and can be obtained by you only through this method of
18. RIDES
.
.
distribution, .
Your tickets are good until November, 1970, the supply of these valuable booklets is limited and
Ride wanted: Mon-Wed; 3:00
they are _made available on a First Come- First Served Basis. You may 9j,tain your copy at the Uni•
pm Jerry Morris. Ph. 933-1553
is_limited.
- _Supply
only
days
the
974-.
After 4:00
3:00.Coarsey
Before7302
Tampa
Dr. call
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·_ _ _ _ _ _-' 2930.
_ _.;..
__
__
__
_ _few
_next
__
_ _ _for
_ _ _Counter
_ _ _Center
_ _ _ _versify

J

1------~----~------. O~N - ~········ ~····-······ __ ,

Set

'GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR YOUR
SPORTS LOVING FRIENDS''
.

Wk& 988-8130.

6. MISC. FOR SALE

LOOK WHAT $3°0 WILL BUY!
1

I------------

· ' :· For-Rent:' New ~odern 2 br du-

·i, nhes

·
,~►~• •

7-S. Sigma Phi Epislon bowed
to Kappa Sig 13-6, Theta Chi
beat Kappa Phi 25-0, and ZBT
beat Kappa Sig 19-0.
In dorm competition, Beta
IV East beat Beta m West
19-7. Beta I West beat Beta ill
East 7-0, and Beta IV West
beat Beta I East 7-0.

:;,.

0

·

o,- South Florida, November 26, 1969

.
. .
.
. •··•·
As I was m my dorm last week, spraymg the room with Raid
to discourage my roommate (just kidding), two very healthy
looking roil;ches crawled under the door dragging a large piece of
paper behind them. I picked up the paper and thanked the bugs,
telling them that if they left in a hurry, they would escape the ef·
fects of Raid.
. · When:1 read the note, it hit me that I should print it in The
.. ·@racle fotf_a ll the world to see. Believe it or not, the subject discussed in-the letter IS a sport.

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A-Lot Of
Graduate Study

Adcock-Moore & Associates

.
SPORTS
!
[6-u.

qiain.. probleiµ

are larger, better housed, and more well-fed than us, but we got
the Housing and Food Service backing us, I think.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~----',--.,-----

Suite 206, Mariner Building

Holcoml:)' s

Dan Gaffney, and Phil Vitale
wui ibe returning. Freshman
Max Kernick and Greg McElroy Will add much to the success of the Brahman future.

0RI\..CLEV

I'm

BUT LET ME ruminate a bit.
· In the beginning, when I devised the F.A.R.R., many bf the
foll5s on this floor thought I _was crazy. Eventually the ,strain
(more than likely developed from a paranoidal fear of the football season) on 9ne individual became so severe that during the
late hours of the evening, he struck a match to the ROACH EXTRAVAGANZA sign oil my door.
(Reassurance!?) Sure enough, I was crazy for holding a
roach rodeo so late µi the season, but it was only to make 'practical use of the -absurdity of living here.(switchtofojlrthcamera
angle)
BACK AT THE Roach Rodeo Ranch, famously well-known
HERE THEN IS the letter, untouched by human (or animal,
. sports writer Tom McCorkewen, disbelievingly uttered the word,
' . e·xcluding The roaches) hands.
"Gosh!", and then pr0<::eeded to expand that thought in his next
Dear Mr. Miller,
, ,;__ ·
sports columns.
seven
roachthose
!ff
gate.
dang
that
fix
Charlie,
hey
blam,
Creak,
R~-~chfully,
es·get loose they'll cause havoc and mayhem. Right! (Left camNICK PETRIK
· era .ifngle) Well, here we are ladies and gentlemen, yessiree, the
Why not have a roach rodeo? The residents of Beta hall could
·FIRST- ANNUAL ROACH RODEO, world acclaimed for the dare
ing_ feats endeavored by the men who come here to the old cor- enter their pets in the competition. We could have intercollegiate
ral, east wing, Beta, third layer. It has just been made known, by rodeos; sponsored by the NCAA ·of course (National Cockroach
the telegraph services, that Bruce Bug, Peter Pest, and Frank and Aphid Association.)
·d
'th
thou ht b t
· t
OH, WELL, 1·t' s JUS
all fired up for the contest.
Aphid are going to blow binto town,
u anyone WI any I eas
g
a
'd f Fr k th t h .
· 11 ·t h
C0 niid~.enha
O
1
ticks.
clock
the
while
Oracle
The
to
over
fly
should
me~n
so
Is
e
a
.
an
•
sru
as een
Y,
And now I'm going to sleep; Don't bi.lg me. (Omigosh)t · ,
and ornery thjit he used to say bad thmgs about Albert Schwe1t1,
pu asters
zer. .(J;3ack to the hawker).
I would like t o thank Dr. . Gale Sperry and the rest of the
CAN YOU, can you imagine actual human ·beings roping,
Music Department for emoting their beautiful sounds at The Ora. Jassoing, and hog-tying those little critters.
} know •thl~ mighfseem like an unfair contest, for the roaches d e Bunion Derby.

First place, Fowler-Pope
The Physical E ducation DeRunner up, Rebhun-Ly nch
today:
announced
artment
P
4th. Flite
' •
First place, Horn-Schwab
that the .swimming pools (NaRunner up, · Richa rd s-Stephens
'
tatorium and .Arg9s) . will . be sth··-Flite,
F irst place, Ctine-Tinnen
. closed Thursday, Friday, Sat. Runner up,, Fender-.McColloch
..
·
urday and Sunday for · the ·, 6\h .Fllte
First place, Schoettle-Bertino
Runner up, Mazurik-Harkness
Thanksgiving holidays.

will be to find a· goalie who
can equal Seifert's ability.
USF should have a strong
midfield next year. Veteran
players such as Mike Costello,

Ro~ches, Aphi~~, . :
Why . N·ot Compete?

MILLER'S
HIGH-LIFE

.Runner up, Harkness-Wilhite
2nd Flite

about the same number of
shots but the· Terps seemed to
be more accustomed to the
bad playing conditions."

• Coed Living • Heated Pools
• Air Condition~d • . Convenience
• Lounges with.TV on Each Floor
• Semi-Private-Eath
• 15 and 20 Meals Per Week Plans

UNIVERSITY' APPROVED
RESIDENCE HALLS

:PH. 971-9550

FONTANA ·HALL
ON FLETCHER
ACROSS FROM U.S.F. ·

DE SOTO H.ALL

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Nov. 26, 1969-7
r'

·.Cager Coaches Return
-Prospects Look Good

fMOORE OR LES
By Mary Ellen Moore

'

Sports Writer

Favorite Sport
To Game
Unfair
...

that USF will be more attractive to interested players in
the future by playing the best
teams and building up a good
reputation.
RE ADDED THAT there is
more interest in basketball in
the North and therefore he
will be leaving for New York
City on- a recruiting mission
next month.
Williams will allocate his
two-year budgeted basketball
scholarships to accomodate
good freshman and sophomore teams. If he uses his alloted 14-16 scholarships for
only the freshman team, none
will be leftover to entice the
incoming freshman in the following year.
Both Williams- and Shiver
agree that the Tampa community will readily accept the
new team. "Tampa has a
great deal of latent interest in ·
basketball," William said,
"There are alot of curious

Sports Shorts

mo$t anything.:;~·:
m·ost anffime '·•

RENTAL
CENTER ..

.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR WORK AND PLAY

What's your need?°What's your job? What's your pleaaure?
Porty Needs

tents
stoves
lanterns
car-top sleepers .

r

,
folding chairs
c
banquet tablH
punch bowls
coffee percolatOrs
record player•

,leeping ba;s
air mattresses.

silverware

trailer hitches

dishes and gla1H1

Pl1mbin9 Tools ·
seWer snakes and augers

pipe cutters

lawn ind Gorden Tools
tillers and powtr rakes
mowers and .edgers

wrenches ·
pumps

lawn sweepers

Powered Tools

Floor Care Equii,m,nt

pilint 1prayer1
ladc:let1 .
wallp_~ P•r steamers

lnvali. ••• Ht ■lth

ho,pital bod,
whee.I chairs

crutch ■,

walkot1·
exerciser&

lawn rollers

drills and routers
sanders
saws
grinders

..,.,,,.. ,..;,,..,.,

RENT AT REASONAB'CE .RA TES . .-

c■mpina

Guut Nolids

rug shampooers

bed,

floor polishers

crib1
play pen,

s.onders
vacuum cleaners

TV

,■ts

.

'

A to Z Rental Center
RENTAL
CENTER

121 O BUSCH BOULEVARD TAMPA; FLORIDA 33~12
PHONE: 933-3904

,

This Week's
Al ley,- Report
;

The husband' and wife duo
of Ralph and Lucille Hanscom
rolled top scores for the USF
Bowling League last week.
· Ralph rolled a 192 for Men's
Individual High Ga~e and
Lucille scored a 184 for Women's Individual High Game.
Hanscom also bowled high
score fllr Men's Three-Game
Series with a 521. Gloria
Strange rolled a 478 to take
Women's High Three-Game
Series.
The tean;i standings this
week are follows:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Team No.
Team No.

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

3
~
6
8
1

as

5

7 '
2

BON.A.NZ A
SI R LO IN PIT•

5 MIN. FROM
.
Now- OPEN USFCAMPUS
STEAK DINNERS FROM ONLY $1.19!!!

INCLUDE
Tossed Salad - "Texas Toast" - Fries - Baked Potato
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 11 AM - 9PM

AUTHENTIC WESTERN ATMOSPHERE

10,009 N. FLORIDA AVE.

U
16
W h lS'h

30

28

22½

21½

22 1h 21½

27
17
15'1.1 28½

12

28

XMAS
LAYAWAY NOW, AT OUR SALE PRICES

.

people in the area. If we can
satisfy them, they will be
·
back for more."
SfilVER SAID, "USF students are crying out for
basektball."
"One major handicap is recruiting," said Williams, "is
that becau~e USF has such

CRAIG ''PIONEER''
5995
REG. 79.95
8 TRACK
STEREO CAR PLAYER

h i g h academic admission
standards, many · good outof-state prospects are eliminated."
"But the lure of Florida
weather and USF's beautiful
campus will match our weaknesses 1n certain areas, he
added.

IN "8 TRACK" DOUG CLARK AND THE ~OT NUTS

DECCA 8 TRACK
STEREO CARTRIDGE PLAYER

Temp,l e Terrace Lounge
"for the finest. in good cocktails"
8448 56th Street

------- -. ------- Temple Terrqce Cut Rate
"Twp Great Places To Serve You"

Liquors
_!:,ood Selection• Famous Brand Liquors

5326 Busch Blvd.
Next To Pantry Pride

•
•
•
•

HOME UNIT
SOLID STATE
• SEPARATE VOLUME CONTROL FOR
6" SPEAKERS
~PEAKER & TONE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC RECYCLE

EACH

.

-Theatre Tryouts
,

'

!

Begin For ~lays

Ii

is a raffish, picturesque tragicomedy set in the Eighteenth
Century. Its characters -are
tlneves, swindlers, and corII.
\
.
rupt jailers. Though a period
Theatre USF wiJI be holding . piece, the play was written in
auditions Monday and Tues- the T.wentieth Century. Jack
day nights for "Children of Belt is directing.
Darkness" by Edwin Justus
"The Enchanted" takes
Mayer and "The Enchanted" place in a small provincial
· by Jean Giraudoux. The time French town, where the estabfor. both nights is 7 :30 p.-m. in lishment is involved in a
the Theatre Centre (TAR).
gqost-hunt. The ghost terrorizing, the town thr.eatens .to .do
"CHILDREN OF Darkness"
away with all unhappiness
and . discord, and the plague
must be stopped: ·

Slated Monday
Auditions 1for Quarter II
Dance Departmen t produc.tions will be held Monday in
the Dance Studio; Theatre
Arts~Rehearsal (TAR).
Auditions will be at 2 p.m.
and 7 :30 p.m. Students should
. attend one of these ·t riout sessions. 1
Credit- for acceptance in the
production will be three iquarter hours in DAN 503, .a production course. Students ac-

-O ~CLE
FINE
I'

~
l

The major productions for
Quarter I are no sooner over
than it is time for tryouts for .
the productions for Quarter

Dance Auditions

I

I

1

!
I

LJI

-J~ARTS

LJ'i!I •~
. 1rnnf. ·

· Hindering the establishment
Next Wednesday at 8 :30
is a subversive young girl, .Is- p.m.,. Elisabeth Schwarzkopf
abella, and her troupe of 10- · will give a recital of German
year-old schoolgirls. SauI Za- .sopg in the Theatre AudHoridirecting.
um.
· ·
I chary is
.•
Last
spring
Miss
Schwarz·
ZACHARY- WILL be holding
·special .auditions Wednesday kopf made her first tour of
· night _for 10 and 11 year old Japan and was re-invited for ·
girls at 7:3Q in the Theatre appeaz:anc'es in 1970. ppo~ her
return from the Far East, her
Centre.
·
U.S. summer schedule includTryouts are open to anyone ed a recital and concert. with
·in the USF or Tampa commu- the chamber orchestra in
·nify. There is also a call out · Philadelphia.
for people h) do technical
SHE MADE an appearance
work on both shows: 1
________..:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GAS

FOR

can be earned through participation in the ,s tudent· music
orgiinizations, Sperry s aid.

LESS
·Nebraska AvL·_
1 Block N. of Fl1tch1_r

'

At Reasonable Rate.s•.
Nebraska Ave.

~

1 Block N.of Fletcher

While the critics jostle with

Schwarzkopf To Perform
German Songs Wednesday

Sun~ay Night ·111 Theatre:

All Kinds of Repair Work

By BOB JEROI\-JE

Staff Cori:espondent ·

\

8-U. of South Florida, November 26, 1969

·concert Band To.Perform

Nebraska Ave.
1 Block N. of ,Fle~clier

.,.

~

cepted will participate in one
dance to be choreographed by
Will1am . Hug and Miss Chifra
Holt.
Production aspects of light--.
ing, costumes, 'sets and publicity will also be stressed.
Culrriinations of the , course
Th~ Uni~ersity Con-cert Who have. an interest in music
will be a major dance producBand
Ens~mble and Concert can join.
tion to be presented on Main
Stage next quarter.
Barid conducted by Dr. Gale
Among these organizations
Leotards and tights are re- Sperry will appear in concerf is the Reading Band in which
quired to dance in, as they fa- Sunday, at 8 :30 p.m. in the
students who want to petform
ciltiate movement.
Theatre.' · 11
together informally meet for
The course is required of all
The band, consisting of 85 . three or four hours a week.
dance majors, but is open to
all other students.
students and the band ensemDr. Sperry said that groups,
ble, consisting of the 50 most such as the flute choir, have
proficient band members, will also been organized to allow
· perform a program varying students interested in the
SONNY'S
sarrle instrument to play tofrom "Symphony for Band" - gether.
,,
AUTOMOTIVE
by Persichetti to "El Capitan
\
SPERRY SAID these inforAND siRVICE
March" by John Phillip
mal groups differ from the
. Sousa.
STATION
· concert band in that they are
'N••rask■ Ave., ·
DR. SPERRY said that the not- being d~iMed . and reUniversity
Concert· Band is h~arsed for official perfor1 Block N. ,, Fletcher
onlyone of many student mances · so they require less
·
music organizations on cam- time and work.
pus. Students of any major
One quarter hour of credit

$AVE YOUR
CAMPUS DOLLARS

Chastity' Has Beauty;
Makes Critics Jostle

1

~
~

,

.

MONOGRAMS
. -..... .

Needlepoint~-Yarn ·
And Bags.
Sewing and Costume
SupplieJ

KING COMES
- .· : t~IMMINGS
Ph. 935;.8168
11615 Pia. Ave,

FACT.S
A~OUT .WIGS

LEARN THE

WHAl YOU NEED TO KNOW
BEFORE YOU BUY

HOLIDAY INN . - 2701 E.' FOWLER

DEC_. 2 12 - 1 P.M.
'RESERVATION - 971-4710
.ATTENTION

SALES POSITION OPEN

each other to present bouquets to Liza Minnelli for
"The Sterile Cuckoo," it
seems something of a shame'
that only a few wilted. violets
have celebrated the ·surprisingly sure performance of
Cher (of Sonny and ... ) 'in
"Chastity."
-.
.
• ·-ji·~ .
.
. Of course, Paramount bas
given the Minnelli picture the 1
triple-A distribution treat-.
ment, which it probably deserves, 'w h i 1 e AmericanInternational has looked upon' 'Chastity" as a plaguecarrier to be unceremoniously
dumped into drive-in arid -second .run situations.
·
, Too bad. "Chastity," despite its low-budget pallor and
its arty affectations, has an
awkward beauty and an offbeat sense of humor which
rea sonably capture the pulsebeat Qf the new lost generation.
~

pre~ented an . all-Hugo Wolf
recital at Town Hall to commemorate the one-hundredth
anniversary of the composer's
birth. Throughout ·her :career,
the songs of Hugo · wolf have
held an important place in her
recital programs.
Miss Schwarzkopf has long '
held the title of Austrian
Kammersangerin and the first
Golden Orpheus t r o p h i e ~
awarded by the City of Mantua for 'the year's best operatic
performance.
THE VIEWER·
is invited to
.... .' ' t
In private life the soprano is share .the personal· odyssey of
Mrs. Walter Legge, wife of a disenchanted young woman
the' founder of London's Phil- (Cher) who wanders _(m9stly
MME. SCHWARZKOPF
harmonic Orchestra and Cho- by . thumbing .ridE!s) ':from
... German Recital
rus•; l
Phoenix to the Mexican .biirder
(and .back) armed only with
Tickets
for
Miss
Schwarzwith the Washington National ·
kopf's .lieder r ecital are avail- an insouciant don't-bug-meSymphony at their new suniI'll-bug-you manner.
mer home in Columbia, Mary- al;ile at the Theatre Box Office 1
This , journey, plotted by
(1:15
4:30
p.m.
weekdays).
land, an engagement at Chiscriptwriter Sonny Bono (of
Ticket
prices
are
$1
•
students,
cago's Ravinia Festival and
. ·. . and Cher -fame)', is a
with the Cleveland Orchestra $1.75 faculty-staff, USF Foun'. serio-comic affair which is on
other
students,
dation
and
and George Szell at their new
$3.50 general public. Tele- firm ground when it i,nspects
summer Blossom Festival.
phone
reservations (phone the put-down powers of its unDuring the summer she 'was
974-2323)
{vill be held for 48 predictable heroine.
at the Hollywood Bowl twice,
To grab some. _quicf cash,
hours.
she performed at Ravinia'
and Columbia, Maryland,
starred at the Meadowbrook
Festival with the Detroit _Sym.:
i.
phony, appeared in Ottawa
and at the Stratford Shakespeare Festival and , with
chamber orchestra
San
Francisco.
The second major produc- a young psychotic, _Deborah
·
During the current season tion of the Department of · Blau.
SIXTEEN YEAR old DeboMfss Schwarzkopf will be Speech will be " I Never
heard in recital in Chicago, Promised You a Rose Gar- rah, divided from . within,
for the third s uccessive year, den ," a chamber theatre ad- moves frenetically through
in addition to appearing with aptation . of Hannah Green's three worlds of consciousness:
the Cincinnati Symphony and recent novel.
The tableau life of :the menshe will make her second aptal
hospital, the fantastic conAdapted and directed by
pearance on New York's
Dr. Raymond J. Schneider, struct of the gods of Yr, and
. "Great Performers at PhilAssociate Professor in the the battleground- oi _the psyharmonic Hall" Series.
chiatrist's living room.
Speech Department, t!Je story
DR. CLARA FRIED, the
ON MARCH 13, 1960, · she stages the internal warfare of
analyst (Chri s. Jarrell) serves
as :a warm wall agaihst -which
the precocio\ts"' I'>'e'b o r-g.·h
..- ,--i.,r.,,i;::.
h
(June Gray, -can 1;11row erseif mentally. Vicki Hommel,
as Deborah's ~altefego, is ' the
vehicle of the story,,: 'Deborah
looking at herself.
"I Never PFomised You a
Rose Gardeh" wlii, be presented iri the Theatr~ at 8 p.m.,
Dec. 5"and No', admission is
required.
than Tampa campus), a nd phohe num- · Orientation program for Liberal Aris
. ber. Existing supplies of old stationery Off-Ca mpus Term Program, soc 110, 2

. Chastity pretends to be' a gas · populated with a seedy accustation attendant in the own- racy the viewer can feel, the
. er's · absence; and then pro- story takes a turn for the
ceeds, ·with unwarranted as- worse. Chastity's soliloquies
surance, to pour motor oil into become strained, her backa car' s radiator.
ground of unhappiness is
'And lat@r she gives a Me~- bared in rapid, paperback
can pornography p e d d 1 e r Freud fashion, and the star is
some bad moments (" I really forced into ·,one of those clilike your stuff, bu( I don't have mactic crying - cleanses - thea wallet, see, and what good soul scenes which are near imare pictures like these if you possible to bring off successcan't take them out and show fully.
'em at a picnic?")
Still, Cher reveals a remarkTHE FILM'S comi~ high- ably strong screen presence
light, .however, occurs when in this dramatic debut. LookChastity, on a tour of a border ing like a cross between the _
town brothel, sees a chance to deadpan Virginia . O'Brien of
hustle a few bucks and then long ago and a coffee-house
mercilessly · clips · a nervous Barbra Streisand, she is giftyoung man with promises, ed with the· ability to deliver
promises ("Take the $25 s pe- sharp, honest remarks not
cial; the quickie's a drag. "). just as if she means them but
_fo this very same setting as if 'she had actually thought
wh\ch , is photographed and of them.

'Rose Garden' Speech
Production Set Dec.

4

. SPECIAL BUS FOR UsF··_
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
.

•

I

LEAVES FOR USF
ADMINISTRATION BLDG. AT
8:15 A.M.
'

RETURN TRIP 4:30 P.M.
By Appointment -: 933-2811

s5 'VISIT-:OUtt

PAINT AND BODY
~HOP. T~PA'S ~NLY AND FINEST
SPECIALIZING IN

V.W. REPAIR

s:

Official Notices '

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
may be used, but . none of previous dedirect to " Director, Campus Publicasigns may ~e reµ_rmted.
.
lions, UC 226" (ext. 618) no later than • • USF crecht Union: The office WIii b_e
noon Wednesday for publication thlf tol- ·closed NQ':!• 27, 28, and Dec. )· Credit
lowing Wednesday.
-1,/nion C~edil Committee, will. n:,eet
Send news Items d irect to: " Editor, Thursday, _Nov. 25; all loan apphcal1ons
The oracle, UC 222," (ext. 619).
must be in by 10 a .m. on the 25th, for
disbursements on Wednesday, Nov. 26.
Admission Deadline:-. WedoesdaY, Nov. , ..The office will be closed on Dec. l for
26 for admission applications for Qua r- ··tiew bookkeeping system conversion members are requested lo turn in old
ter II, 1969-70. This does not apply to
pass-books for new type.
students who have attended USF during
Sponsored Research: Postdoctoral Reor since Quarter ll,' 1969. Students ensearch
Associateshlps are available
rolling at USF .since Quarter II, 1969
through Nationa l Research Councll to
through the Continuing ,Education mail
Engineering
& Natural Science faculty
procedure only must submit application
- application information Is available
or re-application papers: '
in Division of Sponsored Research,
Thanksgiving Ho 11 day: Thursday,
ADM 107, ext. 2897.
Nov. 27 and Friday, Nov. 28. Evening
Research council: Applications for
classes wlll be held Wednesday, Nov.
faculty release-time awards for FY1 97026.
71
are availabl e in .ADM 107. Applica tion
Employment Opportunities: The following full-time, permanent pos itions deadline is Thursday, Jan. 29, 1970.
Library Hours : Closed Thanksgiving
are ava ilable, (non-student). Contact
Day; Nov. 28 - 8 a .m. lo 5 p.m. - rePersonnel Services, ADM 280, ext. 2291 :
s ume regular hours on Saturday, Nov.
l Clerk Typist I
29.
l Stock Clerk
Christmas Holidays, Friday, Dec. 26,
' 1 Secreta ry 11
and Friday, Jan. 2 have been declared
l Secretary 111
State
Holidays - the Universily will be
l Laboratory Technician
closed Tuesday through Friday, Dec.
l Laboratory Technologist
23-26, and will also be closed Thursday
l Photographer I
and Friday, J an. 1 and 2, 1970.
_
1 Director of Alumn i Services
Quarter II Registration: Due lo extra
l Orderly
holidays confirmed by the Board of Re1 Boiler Operator I
gents, Quarter II registration wlli be
J anitors
held on January 5 (day and evening)
Groundskeepers
and January 6 (day only ). Classes will
2 Systems· P rogrammers
commence on Wednesday, Jan. -7, and
l •Applicat ions Programmer
t he quarter will end March 20, as preLetterheads: A new• letterhead design
has been a pproved fo r otlicia l use by viously announced.
all Univers ity offices and departments.
The new design replaces a ll previous
des igns and provide.s clear indication of
Times a nd places of organizations
return address and Centrex phone numm eeting regularly are posted on the
ber. Requisitions should include office
c;enter
Lobby
bullet in
University
identification line, address (lf other
boards.

Campus Date Book

_-TODAY
No special events.

Herff Jon~s
Announces •••

the "New" USF Rini .
On Display Today in the B~okstor~
v' $10 Deposit
1""' 4 - 6 Weeks Delivery
v' New Diamond Setting,

US.F BOOKSTO·RE: University Center ·

T HURSDAY
THANKSGIVI NG.
FRIOA,Y
HOLIDAY '
SATURDAY
No events.
SUNDAY
No events.
MONDAY
AEGEAN Tabl e, 10 a .m., UC Lobby.
uc Tournament Awards, 2 p.m., UC

p.m.

Monday, ·Dec., 1
Co-Op Council Meeting, 2 p,m., SSO
l OOB. All Co-op students Invited to a ttend.
Wednesdav, Dec,, 3.
Career Planning Conference for students interested in Cooperative Educa-·
l ion assignments during Quarters I and
II , 2 p.m .. SSO 19.
Orientation program for · Liberal Aris
Off-campus Term Program, soc 110, 2
p.m.
First c lass session for Co-op students
going on a Training Period Quarter 11
who have registered for PSY 213, Applied Psychology, or SOC 261, Social
Problems, courses especially for Co-op
students. PSY meets at 2 p.m. In SSO
l00B, a nd SOC meets al 2 p.m. in SSO
l00N.
More than 150 employers a re currently seeking USF sludenls for Cooperative Education Training assignments for
Qua rters II a nd 111. Students desiring
t o be considered shou ld make app licat ion in SSO 126 at the ear liest date possible. These are professional training
programs and the students are paid
while on tra ining periods away from
campus. Students may earn up to f ive
hours of academic cred it dur ing their
Co-op training quarte rs.
Some of the employers who have
openings for Qua rter II are as follows :
Tennessee Va lley Authority, Tennessee, ME, EE, ChE.
Congressman Gibbons Offi ce, Wash.,
D.C. (Hills, Cly. residents only),
Amer-Studies, Politica l Science, PreLaw Educallon.
Florida Power and Light, Miami,
Fla., engineeri ng .
Internal Revenue Service, St. Petersburg, Fla ., a ll majors.
Notice: There a re openings in Boston,
New York, Chicago and Atlanta for any
libera l a rts major interested in the Libera l A'rts Off-Campus Term Program.
Students interested in this program
should contact Mr. Cliff Fairbanks, SSO
126.
.

. .

255 & 6.

Music Forum, Moza rt's Requiem
Mass., 2 p.m., F.AH 101
AIES EC, 2 p.m. , UC 204.
Forensic Club Debate, 7:30 p.m., UC
25 2.E & w. TUESDAY
Aegean Table, 10 a.m., UC Lobby.
Residence ·Hall Dinne.r, 61 p.m., UC

l

248 N & S .

WEDNESDAY, DE!C. 3
Aegean Table, 10 a.m. ,UC Lobby.
Sigma Chi ll)inner, 6:30 p.m., UC 248
N & S.

Co-Op Education
TODAY, Nov; 2'
ca reer Planning conference for stu•

dents interested in Cooperative Educat ion ass ignments during Quarters II
and 111, 2 .p.m., SOC 127.

'.

.

THiS,·l ,HANKSGIYING. • •
SAVE ·oN .ALL YOUR
HOLID-AY .PHor·o
. PROCESSING ...

AT
ECKERD DRUGS··,

2 for, 1 FILM PRINTS
1

.

~;....../"

2 foT 1 KODAK FILM
CUT YOUR FILM COSTS IN HALF!
When you pick up· your _
prints and buy more film- •• Eckerd's has another bonus for you ..•
BUY ONE PACKAGE OF FILM,
GET ANOTHER ONE FREEi
KODACOLOR or BLACK and WHITE

KOIN KLEEN
STUDENTS ·

'1.

Wash Dry and Fold
15c. a Lb.
Dry And Fold
1 Oc a Lb.
$2.50 a Load (8 Lbs.)
$1.50 ½ Load (4 Lbs.)
Hours 7 AM-10:30 PM

988-9790

-BY THE PAIR .••

• •• ONE TO KEEP.
A-ND ONE TO SHARE.

Te mple Te rrace Shopping Center
Be low Exchange Bank

FREE SOAP TO USF: "

_,

~ •• YOU GET YOUR PICTURfS

Crreer Planning
And Placement
The fdllowing organizations will be in•
terviewing on campus. · Cheqk with
P lacement, LU 518, ext: 2295 for interview localions, to schedule appoint•
ments, or for further information.
.
DEC. 2
Morrison, Inc. : Bus., Edu., Lib. Arts
&• Home Ee. majors for food management trainees.
DEC. 4
Bogue, Taylor & Edenfield, CPA's:
Acctg majors for junior a ccountant position.
,
West Virginia State Road Commis•
slon: B.S.C.E. or M.S.C.E. fo r engineering positions in construction, design,
maintenance, advanced planning, research and development and traffic
engrg.
·
E ducation
DEC. 4
New York Univ. Grad School of Busi•
ness ADM: Students interested - in MBA
a nd PhD programs a t grad. school of
Bus. Ad m.
District of Columbia Public Schools:
All Edu. majors.

ONE SET FREE .•. WITH EVERY SET YOU BUY - Now
it's easy to share those precious picture memories.
Full size. Color or Black and White. Quality finished
in_Eckerd's own modern photo labs.

EXCLUSIV_E 2.;FOR·1
OFFER GOOD ,AT .
ALL ECKERD
DRUG STORES

Three Degrees-.- 7 Three Webbs
One Mother- -~- Two Daughter

.OPENING:
NEXTWEEK ,
DECEMBER 3RD

Two USF coeds, Judy and ,
Linda Webb are finding out
what it is like to attend college this fall with their mother, Mrs. Gilbert Webb.

\

Mrs. Webb has returned to
college to c·omplete a degree
she began in 1,946 at Southern
Illinois University.· · Due to
many cqmplications, including
the births of her two daughters, she has been an "off ilnd
on again" coed for 23 years.
This time she declares, "I'm
goi!)g to finish ·my degree and
graduate with my daughters."

ALTHOUGH LACKING her
degree, Mfs. Webb is an experienced teacher. She taught in
Illinois · and Manatee ,County.
The main disadvantage of ·
'teaching without ·the proper
degree is the decreased pay
·
scale.
In 1971, Mrs. We.,bb and her
daughter, Linda, "the baby of
the· family" at a' young look•ing 20, plan to · graduate from
USF with bachelor. degrees.
Judy, the older dau~hter,
j,-
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The -Three Webbs: )u-dy, Linda, Mrs. ·Webb
hopes to receive a master's cally tell your roommate who
happens to 'be your mother
degree ~t this time.
Presently, all three CQ,eds
are undergraduates~ · M r s.
Webb and Judy are 1e1emel)t~ry education ,m11,jo~, and: al- .
. '
... . .
though _Linda. 1s currently . a
Liberal Arts . Englfsh- ~jor
1
she is thinking about switctimg
to elementary education also.
.

I
that it is her turn to do the
dishes?" she asks.

'

.

-. FOR YOUR

-·

:INFORMATION
~

· THE CONTINUOUS' educa-·
Monday, the performance of Mozart's Requiem Mass tion program which"~s. W~bp .
Final Vision - will be conducted by Irwin Hoffman, · ConThe
and Judy are a p~t of takes
.
ductor, Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Florida Gulf Coast
them to Paul Mort Elementa- Symphony Orchestra:
liiiiiii...,...
\.
i
a ~y.
.,;y Schoolfor two
t:;u;;,.;t,,.,. ' 'I..
lltit. .,u;•~ll,t
.
.
\
.
.
NOV.26-29 , . .._.
· -..,.
several days a · w~. Here,
WED~ THURS.:· ""!I""
...._
The Hillel foundation of USF will have a joint breakfast
the Webbs gain . 'Jxperinece
~;RST o~~!~!OPWING ♦
wi!h Hillel. ;it University of Tampa Supday, Dec. 7 (time to be
with working with ~ung chilAll Color Proiram ' [Ml♦
♦
announ_ced) at the Jewish Communit;r Center in Tampa. There
-~ .
.
"BATTLE OF BRITAIN"
dren.
MICHAEL CAINE .....
be a 75.cents donation.
will
0
5
So _far, .most of· th~ ~hildten
. ""11111F1SOME K1tfJ of-A NU T'♦
have. not made thP.._ cprµ1ecijon
♦
DICK VAN DYKl
♦
•
·
FUN-LAN
All merµbers of the ·university community are welcome to
that Mrs. Webb .and: Judy_?a_re,
__
ONLY FRt.
mother 4 nd daughter. "Llke join Hillel in a Chanukah candle lighting -service Dec. 4, at 8
♦
SPECIAL
♦
. I , kids·· do\ they've miittied me p.m. in the President's Dining Room in the UC. RefreshfT\ents
MIDNIGHT SHow·
30·DEC. 1•2 ♦
Webb," will follow the servi~:. · ·
off, so I'm-also a Mr.,.
NOV. MON.,.
♦ SUN.,
-s
TUES.
;
··.
.Judy-laughs.
♦ All ColorProgro~ · ♦
,. s of the
"MIClfAEL & HELGA" · · · • ""·'o· o~Ler member
·
Hiit on Jones, composer and assistant professor of Music at
ui
J. w
.
· . RUTH GASSMAN
·
,family who .make: it po~sifil.e USF will present ".An Introduction ·to the· Musical World of
Also ♦
. for the.: three to a~p.d USf Harry 'Partch'' with words, music and film. The music forum
"BARBARELLA" .
are Gilbert Webb, father, and will take place Dec. 8.
♦
JANE FONDA
♦
·
Edd Miner, grandfather. On
'I\
'
I
weekends, the females go
♦ K 11em.i '"· , 1r. 11. : ♦
A seminar entitled "Water and ,Solute Transport in · Inhome to visit the males in
"""1..I• Nov. 21, 21 111♦
Palmetto, about 50 miles from ternally -P erfused Cells of Valonia" will be presented by the
•
4
Dept. of:Botany and Bacterio~ogy Dec. 3 at 2 p.m. in LIF ~72.
here.
..... All Color Program ......
The public is invited to atttmd ~t no charge.
WEBB, HIMSELF a teachT-sHAKJEST GU~IN THE wesr?'
er, has become "very fond of
DON KNOTTS (G]'♦
♦
•
•
. I .
TV dinners" and says "I'm
"HAunw!H,TRAllS" ·
Chile arid Uruguay, under
Brazil,
Argentina,
from
Studepts
♦
LEE
♦ BURT
' . _,very 1:ro!1d _of my three . the ~uspfces. o( the Yazigi Language ,Institute of Brazil, will
'LANCASTER RfMICX
,.
'Eighty-year old . .~11end ftl~ w~e.~ at USF be~innin~ Jan. 6.
CO e cl s.)'
-3.___ :':·;,,1 .. ,.;':-';: t' :
...A"FASTEST GUITAR ALIVE"_ _ . , grandfnher. .smiles his reacl l
~-"Wh t d - . . The ~pid~nt experiences intensive study of the Englismlan.
· ,.,. 'th
t·10n,'\J"']
·
ROY ORBISON
..
.♦
a o guage in.. morning classes and is exposed to American culture · · .
apy. as= em,
4 _
you ·-neeq ' rep a_.f,r e d thi~ ' -through,. a!fernoon activities, speake~ anci week-end--~ght- -t · • • • ·
.
"SUPPORTYOU,,LOCAI.
•·
VO'" .', -. .. ..,.,
♦
SHERIFF
:~. ~1· --~ f ::37:-· tr'; '
wee.~ ,.::.·,: ·~ 'f_
♦ JAMES GARNER
~ · • · ~ ._..,.. , ...-.
ips. .: , ,,,, ,
- ~~g
. Ma~!~tng t~oJlw.:t_
4 JUNGL:.itN SHOWS ·
mex~!~~--;"~~: ~1l!<l~:•.~
·
·
In Color
.
her_ sfiare wi.t h .a;; Work ~c~ot .
"VALLEY OF THE GWAN.GI" ~ .
/
.
. ,- ..·.
arship: for . T~~ .<t~~.£!.~ ~et 1 .
.. JAM.!~~~~~~11;~us .. ·•
~ ~:".'."E:"lll~""IDP'"'
~~~b~~e§:::i lf.
"LOSTCONTINENT"IG] . : . sha:r~
...
~ ~-. .-....-.... ..IIClli,..
♦ . apart!~nt'd~ c~~ ~OY Juq°y !
HILDEG!:~ NEFF- '.
I•
• . .. "YAlLEY'OF THF_DRAGONS'; • . . include.- .the~vefF-daJL chores .. .
of preparing dinner, setting
~
SEAN McCLORY
•
the. table and similar duties. · -~ ...
..
- 4 - In Color
,,
co·n·cemed wi·th provi·di·ng a
KAPna"!SIGl\",.
., ·,·•i::..·· ., • , • • •···
.,._ .,..,.,. , .
.
•THr
cuaucu BEAsro7
· -~
But ··Judy··does- mrd··a --few--·-- - . .C,A
· AMAZON"
Kappa Sigs held theu- quar- male image to fatherless boys
disadvantages fn the arr~geSatur~ay · in the area.
ment.~"~How do you ·emjlhati- -~tez:ly Wqods .
.
.
Theta Chi -Little Sisters also
~- - - -:""'""",., ----,....... · at .Tampa D.qwns. The outing
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ____.,...,.
was sponsored by Clayton participate in the program,
Grimes; Kap~ Sig alumnus which includes sports, camp..
and owher of Tampa Downs, fires, and a barbecue.
with the - help of the ·fall · Tpeta Chi's, with a 5-0 foot1
ball record, were named as
pledge class...J · '/
Brothers will celebrate their this year's Green League
·
100th anniversary • Dec. 10, Champions.
with a dinner at Holiday 'Inn,
ALPHA DELTA PI
followed by a ·dance at Grat\a•
Newly initiated sisters are
da Apartments' Social Hall.
There will. be' a dinner Diane ~lkins, Joy Getman, .
dance Dec. 6 to celebrate Sioux }Iarlan, Fran LaDue,
_~appa Sigs_. ~eritepnial'· ~s welf .Lin~a Lurz, and ·Mary : Seoas Kappa Delta's second an- ville. Claire Blanchard was
named Best Big Sister.
nual Founder's Day.
ADPi's held their annual Di-.
THETA
KAPPA
Ball Saturday ·a t Quail
amond
. KATi 111aced t~rd 'in .overall
:•events at ttie· Phi Delt Derby, · Hollo~v Country .,Club. Honored.
and -µed with Kappa Delta· for at the formal · dance ,were
ADPi's •Diamond Men, and
the ·Spirit-'I'rQphy. ,,
The . sist~ held. a dance at _ new sisters and, pledges. I
.
. · 'TAU p>sILON PM
Pebble ·,C reek Country Club,
The brothers of Tau Epsilon
with music by the , swinging
)?hi have undertaken ' a ser·
· ,
. Crowns. · ·· • ·
. :vic7 proj~~t th~t w,m ~-I5a;ri the
D ~ ·GAl\lMA,
,,
· Dq's ··nafil.e q Bot;, _Bazata· . entll'e academic year, i~ an . t . ,,,
and Lou Arab "Anchor Men" ·: attempt ·to ; triake proJects
and Cindy, 'li',.ank '"Novem- : more meamngful than past
'
Th.
ff .
da l
· ~·t
•s. . reai.-,
Y O!Jg ~ ~ 5•
ber's Happ Hanmµi' '. at their
ailJluai'Rai.utc;:hy Ranch party. TE Ps a~sist m ~~pervis1on at
The· -sister·s held a social Yboi: ' City B_oys Clu~. ~e
I
with Sigma Nu at Hillsbor- brot~ers haye ad~ed mne Lit• I
tle S1st7rs, mcludmg ~xann~
ough Wildlife Club.
Dow, Lisa Dpr_an, Cassie Strei,
.
__,
· ter, Susie Minter, Marcie
KAPPA DELTA ·
KD wan_the annual-Phi Delf Brooks, Jill' Harris, . Weindy
~ecital by Elisabeth Schwarzkopfis always a
for th'e second con~ecu- Seymour, Margie Thomas,
Derby
I
, and tied with and Mindy Friedman.
year
tive
musical event of distinction - New York Times
SIGMA NU .
Kappa Alvba Theta for' the
"Elisabeth Schwarzkopfs recital attained a degree of Spirit Aw~. .
The Sigma Nu's welcomed
A dinn~r at ·t he Sweden
perfection often sought but rarely experienced.• House was '.held to ··celebrate three- new sweethearts who·
the initiation of Judy Best, are wearing the White Star
New York World Journal Tribune
Barbara -Rogers, Jan Story, · pin of the fraternity.
John Guggenheim pinned
a nd· Dianne Woodell. The Best
Pledge .Award was given to Che-Che Speranza, P aul de
. Judy Best, and the scholar- MeSquita _pinned Sue Marqua
ship a ward went to Dianne and Dick Lincoln pinned Na n. ·
cy Myers.
.' Woodell. :·,
The fraternity sponsored
·"'sister Candy Wright was
cocktail party for the Tampa
elected ATO Little Sis Tau.
Bay alumni a t the Commerce
Tickets: $1.00 Students, $1.75 Faculty, Staff
THETACBI
.
Club in the Marine Bank
Tlieta Chi has initiated their building last Frida y night.
Box Office Hours 1:15 - 4:30 Weekdays
/
third annual Big Brother serThe previous weekend Delta
vice project. Theta Chi broth- Gamma sqrorify · ,yas the
ers work with The Big Broth- · gue~t of i he Sigma l-lu at a
ei:s of Tampa, an organization Sunday afternoon social.
..,~
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COCKlAIL.LOU-NGE OPEN 11:00 - 3:00.AM
TUESDAY·~SUNDAY

\

\.

,.

'

.' .

Phone 935~74·7 0

.-;A

Wednesday, December 3;
Theatre Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

,.;..

:: )~~~~ -~ -~~i~nal Recor~ing Staf$~:--:· ..:~~:-

ALP&

ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF

~

,. .., ' '

~e: ;; .

UNIVERSITY ARTIST SERIES -~
~f~
"i7!~

.

."\

-<·~·: fflE MOVER~~~

!~).19J;

rarty

..

•

I

DIRECTLY(BEHIND 99 1 r RES.TAURANT
.

-

2803 BUSCH BLVD.

OPENl"NG
·- ' SOON ·- ·~~

BIG ROCK SOUNDS

OPENING , SOON .

.. t4·i · .
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ISRAEL
(Continued from Page l)
The Arabs, in the short 1:itile
they fought the 1967 War,
planted 1.5 million mines in
the Golan Heights area. Since
the Israelis learned this, they
have only been . able to clear
the land of a half million
mines and still have not been
able to establish any new kibbutzes in that area.
After Elat, we d r o v e
through the Gaza strip and
saw some of the destruction
there. I found it amazing that
anyone could live in the
homes that are still standing~

t'_

in almost every building. . We · wh~h. is co!.llposed mostly of
could sie rats and· other small Arab townsmen. The Arab
animals roaming in the alleys guerillas that sneak in during
the night are not welcomed by
between the buildings.
the Arab townspeople as you
·The towns are under con- would expect them to be.
stant curfew, . since ·many . .. AFTER- WE left Gaza, we
night raids • are conducted
a'gainst·them, The police work went to the ~bbutz Yad Morwith , the · Israeli army
dechai; which maintains re-

a

a

sada, which has been·excavat,constructed battlefield of
war in 1948. It was at the bat- ed during tpe past · couple of
tle of Yad Mordechai that 140 years by the . Israeli' govern·kibbutz members (both men · ment. This is the site in 73
and women) were able to stall . A,D., the Jews died by their
an Egyptian army of up to own hand to. preserve their
10;000 troops .for six days, and · dignity and their heritage.
The inhabitants swore they
keep them from attacking Tel
would kill themselves, rather
Aviv.
Next, we went to Mt. Mas- than be taken aiive · and be

made the slaves of anotlrer
people. Most killed . tlremselves, 'but one family es- ·
,caped and told the story to
the invading army. King- Herod's castle . i~ also .located .
there, along with many other
remnants of the Romari occupation.
·
THE- ISRAELIS love- their

country and will do anything
to keep it. More important,
they want a place to live in
peace, where they will not be
discriminated against.
The Israelis live a da .
Y
to-day existence, and must
accept anything that happens
to them or their country. To

do this, they accept fighting ...,
for what they love.
The Jews in Israel are what
I classify as real Jews. They
are a people who are tough
yet gentle, hard working and
hard living, a people who
know how to live; for they understand the meaning and
value of life.
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THERE WERE biJllet holes

UC EVENifS
UCl\fOVIE
Robert Wagner, as golf-pro
Mike Banning, at a country
club becomes the romantic
target of all the young socialites including Jill St. John.
The climax comes quickly
and the suspense is maintained until the surprise story
twist in the end which really
sets this film apart.
Showings at 7 :00 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sund~y
nights in the BSA. Sponsored '
by · the University Center
(UC). Admission is 35 cents.
TOURNAl\fENTS
Players in the UC tournaments have completed all preliminary rounds for Quarter I.
The following are quarterfinalists in Pocket Billiards :
Dale Montgomery, Phillip St.
John, Terry. James and Arthur Christensen; Chess: Carl
Frerichs, Robert Ewing, Joe
Moura and Joe Weintrauk.
Table Tennis: Steve Frederico, Frank Osborn, Robert
Grannis and Jose Salzberger;
Bridge Winners are James E.
Robertson and Mike Mozer first place team, RayJ11ond
Black and Ron Blanchette ·_
second place winner.
Semi-final and finals are
now being played 'in Chess',
Table Tennis, and Pocket Billiards. An awards_ses~on will
be held Monday at 2 p,m. in
UC 255 when first and second
place trophies will be presented. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.
DANCES
Mindy Samaha, chairman
of the UC Dance Committee ·
has announced that "the Split
Ends will be back!" They will
appear again f,or the first
dance in Quarter II to be heid
in the Gym Jan. 10. Due to the
success and interest in the
df1.11ce contest, the -University
Center will again call on
dance contestants to display
their best steps and win free
tickets to a campus event.
REGION_..µ, CONFERENCE ,
Jan Segers, president of the
University Center _Program
· Council, Mindy Sam ah a,
!chairman of Dance Committee, and Kim ·,Fahrner; chairman of Arts and Exhibits .
Committee, attended a regional convention of' the Asfo.ciation of C o 11 e g e UnionsInternational held at Mississippi State University Nov. 13
through Nov. 19': Milt · Morrison, vice president of the University Center Program Council also attended as Regional
Chairman\ of the conference'.
The USF delegation served
as panel members and discussion leaders and dedicated
themselves to three full days
of programming ideas. Each
of them has expressed the
value of their experience and
-feels that they ·have acquired
much in an -effort to promote
better programs for the USF
student body.
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REG. 33c
LIMIT-2

UM/~1
- REG. 25c.

LIMIT 1

• Glf/ff & white colors

•Washable .
• Sizes $,M,LG., EX. LG.

$6.98
,VALUE

WATER .PIG

KODAK INSTANJ·
LOADING CAM~RA.

• Adjustable
pressure

. • Takes color or
':' blad< it- white
~naps 'or st ides'
• Nothin1fto set

• Model 37

$1.59
VALUE

• Thermostat

controlled
• Model H-8
• Safety tip-

not included

,

'

over switch

While they Last!

·

119.95.VALUE

PRE-RECORDED,
PLAYTAPES....
.

,.

119
- •

7

129

G.E. FAN FORCED
HEATE·

• · Soljd sta\e
2 track rrodel ·
• C batteries -

MEN & WOMEN

-21~·

$9.95 VALUE

. medi~tal l, and tall

_ptAY'fAPE
TAPE.
..
PLAYER..

$29:95
VALUE

or foe.us., 1 ·,

and off-white

• Sizes petit~. medium,

$2.98
VALVE.

·

STYLES FOR

• Includes 4tips fOt" the
fami ly

• Ot'op in film
• Pop-on flashcube

• Colors in tan , biege,

77

99

COOL-RAY POlAROID
SUNGLASSES

DELUXE ' MODEL

, NE·W 44 INSTAM_ATIC_· . -,

3·

SHEER-STRETCH

• P.amanent press
• Solid and fancy
prjnt~
, ,

tooth designs ·

YOUR CHOICE

. :FIANCEEPANTY HOSE

• "°'J·1'> a~ 10119
. sJeeve styling

• Solid, plaid,and hounds··

• A~sorted styles

1·!

WOMEN'S
. -~ .
.BLOUSES

• Assorted sizes- and colors

4

:12..fl VALUE

,;i

FLARE-LEG
SLACKS

(;HRISTMAS
:COSTUME
J-EWELRY

SHORT-SLEEVE
.,
SWEAT SHIRT·

2le
15c

99

$31.98
VALUEr

_

1

2511
·

WALNUT FINISH
STICK.tABLE LAMP

Da,tes Given For

_Shot, TB Unit
The X-ray mobile unit will
be on campus today at 10
a .m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to
4 p.m.
· The second injection of the
flu vaccine will be given Dec.
4 and Dec. 5 in room 215 of
the University Center from 1
p.m. until 4 p:m.

.4-FT:CANA_DIAN _FIR
CHRISTMAS TR·EE
• Model 415
. • With metal
dish stand

19.95

-YALU£

20-F00T
ENSI0
~

6''
· ·

.

•Pkg.of 12 ,
• 25-MM
• Assorted

' colors

'TERRACE
BEAUTY ·
SALONTEMPLE .TERRACE
SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 988-2798

REG.
49¢

29'

LIMIT t

OUTDOOR LIGHT SET
$6.95

VALUE

3••

' 'WASTE
T ~~ 1~;: . IRON·
ING ·COVER.
,
. BASKE.
BOARD

.

. . ·:·&-ROLL CHRISTMAS
PAPER OR FO·IL·
• Gift;wrapping

~$l.49 VJlLUE

87'
.

:=

00

79"'"
J!ALUE

34

8½-0T. EMBOSSED .
· · · PLAST1c ·ovAL _. 69¢ ·_ . ·
• ·sTYUNG IN CQLORS VAUJE
.-...---...LIMl~ ~
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-rCHRISTMAS BOWS
•• Assorted
16-count
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. 69 VALU
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1733 N. ·oate Mabry
I 3714 1ftnderson Blvd.
50th & 10th Ave.
1 8225 11. Florida Ave.'
. 1 Fowler 1& Nebraska Ave.
1 4409 Nlbraska Ave. ,
- - - -BARTOW-. 1 3669 Gan~y Blvd.
1 1050 N. Broadway
1 7501 W. killsboro ·Ave. --BRANDON-.• 6904 N. Armenia· Ave.
1 621 w. Brandon Blvd.

- - TAMPA--

98C VALUE
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1403 S. Collins Ave.

--TEMPLE TERRACE-·
• T.T. Hwy. , 56th sr.
t

13528 University Plaza

-

----ZEPHYRHILLS·---"
• 1617 GALL BLVD

